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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Preliminary Consideratio~s 
It is estimated that 1,894,000 freshmen entered degree-credit 
colleges and universities in the fall of 1971. This constitutes roughly 
61% of 1971 high school graduates. It has been projected that 959,000 
bachelor's and first professional degrees will be granted ~our years 
later, in 1975. The pI'ojected number of degrees granted in 1975 is 
equal to 50.6% of the estimated number of first time degree-credit 
enrollees of 1971. From past records and future projections we see that 
this is the usual situation. See Appendix A for past records and 
future projections of enrollments, numbers of degrees granted, and 
percentages graduating. 
It appears that approximately one-half of those who attempt college 
earn a bachelor's or first professional degree. Some will earn the 
degree in four years, while others will take longer than four years. 
There are always those who delay their education and/or transfer from 
one college to another, but over an extended period of time this does 
not seem to effect the percentages of students who eventµally graduate. 
Different people have react~d in different ways to the fifty 
percent attrition rate, One of the reactions has been that the 
attrition rate should be lower, and the way to accomplish this is to 
raise admissions standards. This approach to the attrition problem may 
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have merit, but the discussions of this approach to the attrit:i,.on 
problem have serious flaws. The people who seemingly objec~ to a fifty 
percent attrition rate fail to specify a rate which would be acceptable 
and those who recommend higher admissions standards neglect to say how 
high these standards should be or how low the attrition rate should be. 
It would appear that, if admissions standards are· to.be raised, a 
decision must be made as to how high to raise them. It would also 
appear that, if the reason for raising admissions standards is to lower 
the attrition rate, a decision needs to be made as to how low the 
attrition rate should be. 
In the absence of discussions of acceptable attrition rates, the 
author searched the literature for material which considered attrition 
rates other than the 50% attrition rate previol;lsly mentioned. A study 
by Astin (1964) was found. This study is cited to provide empirical 
data, not to suggest an acceptable attrition rate. Astin's longitudinal 
study reports the selection process and the attrition rate for 6,660 
high aptitude students. These students were either merit scho+ars, 
certificate of merit winners, o+ recipients of the letter of 
commendation from the National Merit Scholarship Competition. This 
select group had an attrition rate of 10.4% or a graduation rate of 
89.6%. 
Those who want to lower th.e attrition rate by raising. a&Imi.ssions 
standards presuppose that there is a relationship between these two 
variables. If we accept this presupposition and arbitarily designate 
90% as the desired graduation rate and 10% as an acceptable attrition 
rate, the Astin study provides useful information about the kind of 
admissions standards which are going to be necessary to achieve these 
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:i;ates by means of selective admissions standards because these 
graduation ai;id attrition rates are approximately the same as thoe1e 
t"eported by the Astin study. 
Speculation about the effects of raistn,g a'dmiSsion standards at all 
colleges to the level of ability demonstrated by these 6,660 students 
suggests at least two ve~y important results: it would constrict the 
n~mber of students to the extent of creating a surplus of buildings and 
faculty, and it would .exclude from cQllege thousands of young people.who 
otherwise would ear~ degrees and find employment as college graduates. 
The author makes t~ese ~eneralizations becaus~ Asti~'s study reports a 
90% graduation ra~e for young people who had demonstrated a very high 
level of ability in the National Merit Scholarship Competition,· 
College officiais have·repeatedly encountered situations in which 
students with low entrance test scores and/or poor.high school 
transcripts have graduated from college. Conversely, college officials 
have encountered situations in whic~ students with high entrance test 
scores' and/en: good high schoo). transcripts did not graduate from college •. 
Taking these two observations into consideration, it would appear that 
the use of academically selective admissions standards is not the 
complete answer to the attrition problem. 
A vast amount of work has been done to describe stati~tic~lly the 
college dropout -phenotnenon ai:;i.d much has been learned.as a result of 
these efforts. Panos and Astin (1967) did a major longitudinal study 
involving 30,405 students in 246 four year colleges and universities. 
The sampling design employed to select these 246 colleges and 
universities was a modified stratified random sample design. This study 
can contribute substantially to oUl; understanding of. the dropol,lt 
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phenomenon, therefore the f inciings of this study are presented in table 
form in Table I. 
Male 
~ajar Minor 
Reason Reason 
TABLE I 
REASONS FOR LEAVING COLLEGE 
Panos and Astin, 1967 
~ajar 
Reason 
Female 
Minor 
Reason 
Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
26.7 22.3 (1) Dis~atisfied with 27.0 19.7 
college enviroment. 
26.4 22,4 (2) Wanted time to 'J-7,7 16.2 
reconsider interest 
and goals. 
23.6 15.6 (3) Could not afford 17.8 12.7 
cost. 
22.1 15.4 (4) Changed career plans 20.7 13. 6 
15.5 20.8 (5) Academic record 5.8 .l-1.1 
unsatisfactory. 
11.3 16.3 (6) Tired of being a 6.0 14.0 
student. 
7.8 3.1 (7) Marriage 29,,Q . 6.1 
2.8 3.1 (8) Scholarship 1.,4 2.5 
terminated. 
1.4 0.9 (9) Drafted o.o 0.1 
1.1 0.6 (10) Pregnancy 8.2 1.4 
I 
Davis ·'1{1970) listed six reasons given by junior college students 
for withdrawal from college. These six reasons are: (1) finances, 
I 
(2) irrelevancy of college education, (3) discouragement with meeting 
academic standards, (4) marriage, (5) health, and (6) family 
problems. Blai (1971) reported that 83% of those students who withdrew 
from Harcum Junior College during the spring of 1970 were included in 
one of four groups. The four groups from which the Harcum Junior 
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College withdrawal$ came are: (1) First year students requesting a 
transcript be sent to another colle$e; (2) Those students in potential 
academic jeopardy, as .revea+ed by their mid-term record of very low or 
failing grades; (;3) Those etudents earning "Incomplete" grades at 
mid-term; and (4) All provisionally-accepted freshmen. 
Two of these three studies explored the reasons given by students 
for withdrawal from college.· Blai's study does not consider reasons 
given by students for withdrawal but attempts to provide insight into 
this problem by considering the groups from which these students come. 
A careful examination of these three etudies will reveal similarities 
as well as differences, When the reasons for withd+awal given by the 
students are considered, it is not difficult to see how a problem in 
one area could cont+ibute .to increa$ed difficulties in another area. 
Without discussing each of the ten reasons J,.isted by Panoi? and Astin 
and their possible relationship to each other, two illustrations of 
this relationship are suggested. If a student begins to sense that his 
academic. record is unsatisfactory, he may change his career plans. The ;, 
second illustration of this interrelatedness can be seen in the 
termination of a scholarship making the cost of a college education 
more than the student could afford. Some of the reasons given for 
withdrawal are not related to academic performance. From Davis' list, 
marriage, family problems, health, and finances may be unrelated to 
academic.performance. There may be a neg~tive correlation between high 
levels of feelings of irrelevancy and academic performance. Considering 
Panos' and Astin's list, perhaps marriage, pregnancy, and finances are 
unrelated to academic.performance. It wouJ,.d appear that the other 
reasons listed are related to academic pe:rformance in sollle degree. It 
.. , 
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is impossible to determine from the information available in B1ai's 
study what percent of the.total number of students who withdrew from 
Harcum Junior College did so because of unsatisfactory academic 
performance. It can be observed however that three of the four reasons 
cited for withdrawal are in one way or another related to unsatisfactory 
academic performance. 
The point of the proceeding discussion is to suggest that some 
students withdraw from college for reasons which are clearly other than 
because of unsatisfactory academic performance, that many students do 
indeed withdraw from college because of unsatisfactory academic 
performance, and that, when interrelationships between reasons for 
withdrawing are considerecl., assigi;unent of specific perc~ntages to 
reasons given by students for tl;\is co.urse of action should be done with 
reservations. That Pa~os and Astin included both major and minor 
reasons for withdrawal in their study is a tacit admission that this 
area is not clearly delineated by sharp boundaries, but rather that it 
is an area in which shades of gray predominate, 
If we conclude that there are several reasons for the present 
attrition rate, .it is appropriate that we approach the dropout 
phenomenon with the idea that there may qe severa1 different things 
that can be done to lower the attrition rate. The idea that there is 
one single thing which can be done to drastically lower the attrition 
rate has been e~plored in the discussion of raising admissions 
standards. That admissions standards have not been universally and 
drastically raised does not necessarily mean that there is no one 
single course of action which could be the ultimate panacea. There 
does seem to be however, a growing reticence on the part of many to 
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discuss such a panacea. MatJ.y of the efforts to lower t;he attrition 
rate are qeing directed toward the kinds of things students are listing 
a!il reasons for 4ropping out of college. . Davis (1970) liste finance as 
the reason most freque~tly given by students for withdrawing from 
college. Student loan programs, among other things, ·are an attempt to 
make it poasible for students to remain in college who otherwise would 
be forced to drop out. 
l'wo of the studies whiCh have·been cited report an unsatisfactory 
academic record (Pano~ and Astin, 1967) or discouragement with meeting 
academic.standards (Davis, 1970) as reasons given by some students for 
withdrawing from CQllege. Blai (1971) reports that·. three of the four 
groups that.account for 83% of withdrawals from Harcum Junior College 
are composed of students who are having academic·diffic~lties of one 
kind or ano~her, Apparently th' difficulty some students have in 
making p8,ssing g~ade~"is· a· sigtl~f:f,cant factor i~ the dropout phenomenon! 
~eferring again to the Panos and Astin study, note.is made of the 
fact that two of the rea~ons frequ~ntly given by students for 
withd:ra~ing from cc;:illege appear to be related to ea;ch other; The major 
reason given by 26.4% of the men for leaving college was their need to 
reconsider their interest and goals while 22.1% of the men gave as their. 
major reason for leaving college their changed career plans •. These two. 
are frequ~ntly related .to each other in this way. Entry into a career 
IS their goal, and therefore a change in career plans would be.a cha~ge 
in the goal, or vice versa. This would be true of m~ny male college 
students, As has been previously noted, there can also be a 
relationship between academic performance,and a change in career plans, 
Attempts to help students who are having academic difficulties have 
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been many and varied. Attempts to help stu,dents who a;re exploring 
their interests, conside'l;'ing what their goals wn1 be and struggl-ing 
with career decisions have also been many and varied, Group counseling 
is one of the techniques that has been ut;i.lized to help studEmts who are 
facing either of these problems. While group couni;;eling has not been 
universally successful, enough success has been achieved to merit 
further consideration of this means of helping students. 
Purpose of the Investigation 
The difficulties encountered in attempting to understand why 
students withdraw from college has not diminished the amount of work 
being done in this area. As this material continues to accumulate, the 
manner in which much of it is presented euggests th;at a f;lfty percent 
attrition rate is unacceptable. Every journal article and every 
research project that attempts to suggest ways of lowering the attrition 
rate is testimony to the faet that someone decided that aometl::ting should 
be done to help the potential college dropout. 
This study concedes that the present fifty percent attrition rate 
is unacceptable. This concession is made becaui;;e a substantial number 
of the students whow:lthdraw from college because their academic record 
is unsatisfactory do not want to withdraw from college. For them, 
withdrawal from college.means that their ambitions have been thwarted 
and their hopes extinguished. It would be extremely difficult to 
determine how tru;inY students there are who fit this classification, but 
by whatever this number, by that number the attrition tota+s are too 
high. 
This study acknowledges that there are several factors which 
contribute to the attrition rate. Withotltm:f.nimizing any of the other 
factors which contribute to attrition, t:hi·s study will. concern itself 
with those factors which are related to main;t;aining a satisfactory 
academic record and with meeting academic standards. The course of 
action selected to assist students in attaining these objectives is 
structured group counseling. 
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That structured group counseling as a technique can be used to 
assist students in raising their G.P.A. has been demonstrated. In the. 
review of the liter~ture studies are cited to support this statement. 
Other studies report no improvement in_G.P.A. after students have 
participated in structured group counseling, It would appear.therefore 
that a refinement or an improvement in the.use of this tecijpique is in 
order. 
Extensive work has been done to isolate those pe,rsonality traits 
which contribute most to academic.achievement:. Much of this. work has 
been done with students who have high grade51, A definite relationship 
has been shown to exist between certain per~onality tr~its and academic· 
success. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study will seek to de~ermine if there is a differential 
response in terms of grade point average to structured group counsel.ing 
that can be associated with differences. in personality. · Stated in 
another way, in the form of a question, the problem is, which 
personality traits of students participating in structured group 
counseling correlate with their grade point averages? 
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Statement of the Hypothesis 
This study attempts to discover whether or not there is a 
relationship between personality traits and improvement of academic 
functioning when the improvement occurs during a period of time in 
which students are participating in structured group counseling. The 
author designated one group of students a control group, another group 
of students an experimental group, measured selected personality traits 
of students in the experimental group, and then provided structµred 
group counseling for students in the experimental $roup. aecause this 
investigation is concerned with a possible relation~hip that may exist 
within the confines of specified conditions, (those conditions being the 
improvement of academic functioning during a period of time in which 
students are participating in structured group counseling) the purpose 
of the first hypothesii; was to ~stabliah that students in the 
experimental group did improve their grade point average during the 
semester they partic:l,.pated in structurecl groµp counselipg. The first 
hypothesis is therefore stated as follows:. 
The mean Grade POint·Average of students in the e:»;:perimental 
group will not be significantly different for the semester during 
which they pq.rt:i,.cipated in.structured group counseling from the 
mean GradE' POint Average of students in the control group for the 
semester during which they served as the control group. 
The purpose of the second hypothesis is to discover if there is a 
relationship between personality traits and improvement of academic 
functioning within.the confines of specified conditions previously 
mentioned. The secon4 hypothesis is stated as follows: 
No significant conrreltations between the Grade Point 
Aver.ages of students in the experimental group and.their scores 
on any of the scales of the California Psychological Inventory 
or the Tennessee Self Con~ept Scale will be found. 
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Significance· of the Study 
Many different things are being done for people.having academic 
difficulty. ·Usually, attempts are made to assess the effectiveness of 
these efforts, bqt these assessments seldom consider personality 
variables~ ·· Of tbo'~e a;ssessmei:lts which do cons'ider personality 
variables, many utilize a method of assessment which involves the 
computation of means of an experimental group and a control group and 
the testing for a significant difference between thes~ means. Thus a 
procedure that is unusually helpful to some people is considered not to 
be helpful at all because it is not helpful to other people. The 
computation of the mean mi~imizes the benefits gained by some and at the 
same time makes a treatment. appear tc;> be helpful to others when it. qas 
not been helpful at all. ~he eomputatiQn of the mean has eliminated th~ 
peaks and valleys, and present~. one number whic~ ;epresente everyone in 
the.experimental group. If, at this point, the.test' for significance 
proves the means are not si~nificantly different, this particular 
treatment is regarded as having no.value. This study attempts to 
overcome the above ~ascribed weakness. 
It is the author's contention that variation of response to 
treatment is a function of the. various personalities of the subjects. 
This investigation hopes to identify personality traits which are 
associated with differential response to structur& ... gt:O'Up counseling. 
If this investigation supports the idea that ·there is a 
d,iff e'J:'ential response to $roup counseling, in terms of grade point 
averages, it w:Ul be pf)ss~ble to us~ p,eT1:11..analit;y ins.trumen.ts in making 
deeisi.ona having; te 6& with the· fclrn»a.t:ion, of. gr.oup counseling groups of 
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academic under-achievers. The personality instruments woµl.d be used to 
identify from among the total number of a~adeI11ic µnder ... achievers those 
students poss.easing personality traits shown to be related to academic 
achievement when the students possessing those traits participate in 
structu'):"ed group counseling. H,opefully, this refinement in the 
procedure for selecting participants for acaqemic achievement group 
counseling will improve the effectiveness of this method. While it is 
impossible to make predictions about the respo11se of a single individual 
to group counseling, it is logical to assume t;hat a group composed 
primarily of students having t;he personality traits i,dentif ied by this 
investigation will improve their mean grade point average if placed in a 
structured group counseling group. 
Perhaps the day will come when it will be possible to predict who 
will benefit most from. any one of several different ways of hdping 
students improve their academic perfot,'lllance. This scientific pairing of 
people and. t;reatment on an acturial basis is desirable. The author.does 
not expect this study to yield all the i11format:i,9n necessary to make 
possible the scientific pairing of people and treatment, The author 
woµld hope instead to provide information which would improve the 
effectiveness of one particu:I.ar kind of treatment by discovering what 
kind of person is most apt to respond favorably t;o this particular 
treatment. 
Definitions of Terms 
The following terms and their.definitions have been included in 
this section of the study to aid the reader in understanding the 
concepts being presented. These terms will have these meanings 
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throughout the dissertation. 
G.P.A.: This is an abbreviation fpr grade point ave-rage. In this 
study it is based on the 4.0 syst;em used at Oklahoma Sta,te Up.iversit;y. 
S'f;tauature4 Group Couns~Zing: A dynamic interpersonal process in 
which the members of the group mutua;l.ly explore, with the counselor, 
their problems and f.e.elings in an. a'!:.tempt to modify their attitudes and 
behaviors. The counselor provides struc'!=ure and support:.for the 
participants as they deal with theit;" developmen~l and educ.at*onal 
a;i.tua~ions. 
PersonaUty Tra,it: The CaZifqrnia PsyohoZ()gic(J.Z Inv~nto1:1y (CPI) 
and the Tennessee Se.Zf Conaept S()aZe (TSCS) were used as assessment 
instruments. T:P,.e· tet'Ill personal;U;:y tJ:ait;, when usec;l in this 4issertat:l.on 
refer·s to the traits of persona,lity m.eas\Jred by these two instr'1ments 
and defined in tqeir respective manuals •. ~hese personality tra~ts and 
their definit:lons are incl.u,ded in the appendic:es as Appendix J3 (CPI) 
and Appendix c (TSCS). 
I,.imitatiotls of the Study 
The subjects of this study.were.full-time sophomore~ junior, and 
senior students in the College of Arts and Sciences at Oklahoma State 
University who me;t the,.-criteria of the ccmtl!'ol and experimeni:~l groups 
as will be defined in Chapter Three• Caution should be exercised if the 
results of this study are ge!leralized to a different popqlation. 
Students in the.expe:i::-imental group were required to participate· in 
structurec;l group counseling as a.condition for re-acltnissiQn to the 
University, therefore any findings of this investigation should be 
restricted to situations which involve compuisory attenda,nce of students 
at group counseling sessions. 
Because the student;s who were in the c.ontrpl S:t;'oup h~d.completed 
their semester of academi~. work befcn;e '·th.ey wet'e de$:1,.g~a. t~d as the 
control group, it was impossible to contro.l tor val;'iables not 
discussed in Chapter III. 
ln order to utilize one facilitator for· all group counseling 
groups, it was neceE!sary ta r~strict the number of gtoup counseling 
groµps to six. ',l'his restriction on the number of' group counseiing 
groups placed a restriction on the tot~l numbe~ of student~ who could 
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· be accolilmodat~d ·in the ~perimental g;~ups, A larger N woulc;l have made 
possible more stable statistics, bl,lt tb,e use of one fa~ilitato:r;' plaaed 
a limit on the total number of par~icipants. 
The limitations inherent in the mea~µrement of personality will 
apply to this study. Instead of a s!i,mpl~ and direct me~su+.ement of 
personality, there a.re.of nece$$ity measures of se~ond Qr thi't'd otder 
criteria from wh;i.ch aSS\.llllptioµs a~d in:ferenees.are made, lt is 
impossible to obtain·anaccl.lrate and precise i:neasure of personality 
traits when you cannot mea·sµre theni.. directly, but. m,ust instead measure 
something else which you assume to b.e equal t;:o or at least closely 
related to them. Th~f difficulty involved in the measu'):'ement of a 
subjective psychological state is not peculiar to this study alone, 
it is a problem with whicJ?.. all behav'for~l 1:5c:l;enc~ research must 
strug~le. '.!:hat we measure second. and third, order criteria in order 
to quantify f:\-rst order.variables is sii;nply a reflection of-the 
present state of tbe art of behavioral science research. 
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Assumptions of the Study 
Because the same criteria was used for i;election of studen.t:s to be 
included in.both' the control and experimental groups, 'it is aeisumed that: 
the uncontrolled var:l.ableei are rs,ndcm11,y distributed. 
This experimental group was divided into six counseling groups. 
Because the same person served as facilitator for all six groups, and 
made a conscientious effort to maintain constant conditions, it is 
assumed tha.t group counseling was t;he eiame for all,. 
With the measurement of personality traits, certain aseiumptions 
must be made. These include the assumption that personality traiµs 
can be measured, that personality traits do and can be f1;mnd_ to vary 
along a lin:ea't' continuum, and· f:i,nally, that th·e .!l.nstrume'Qts used w:Lll 
measure accurately these personality traits. 
Organi~at:Lqn of the Study 
Chapter.I has introduced the problem studied. This chapter has 
included the statement of the problem, the hypotheses, the significance 
of the study, the definitions of terms, and the delimitations of the 
study. 
Chapter II will review the literature which relates to the problem 
presented in Chapter I. Attention will be centered on the effect of 
group counseling on a9ademic achievement. 
Chapter III will describe the design of the study, the selection 
of the sample, a description ot the structured group counseling used, 
and the instruljlents used to measure the personality traits,. 
Chapter IV will contain a statistical analysis of the data. It 
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will indicate the degree to which thehy~ot!Ji,e~~s are to be accepted or 
rejected. 
Chapter V w;lll pr~sent a discussion of the reisults .. of t;h:Ls study 
and recolUlll.endations · rega;'<iU.ng futqre stutU,.es in· this area. 
CHAPTER II 
THE REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Inttocl.uc:.tion 
In this chapter consideration wil'- be given to ~ +eview of the 
literature which relates to the problem be:lng invesUgatred by this 
dissertation. This dissertation seeks to determine whether or not there 
is a differential response in terins of grade point a,ve\liages to 
structured group c:.ounseling that c~n be assoc~ated with cl.ifferences in 
personality,· therefore attention will be cente~ed on the effect of 
group counseling on academic achievement., the relatipn of personality 
traits to academic ac)lievement, an,d the rdat;::Lon of self concept to 
academic success. 
Part A 
Group Counseling and Academic ~chievement 
Many statistical studies have sought to determine J:>recisely what 
the college attr:ltion rate really is, Information from tables found in 
Projections of Eduaationai Stati$ties to t9?9-BO, (Simon, 1970) a 
publication of the u. S. Department of Bealth, ;Education, and Welfare, 
has been used to indicate that only about one half of those who attempt 
college eventually graduate. Another very recent Health, Education, and 
Welfare publication gives an eve"Q. l<;>wer graduatiop rate. A direct quote 
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from the March, 1971 Repo'r''ff on Higher Ed;uoaticm (N~wi:nan, 197;1.) says: 
II 
. . • of the more thaP. one m:l,ll::l.on y<l>"ijng people wpo ~ntet' eoilege each 
year, fewer tha,n half will cqmplete two year!il of study, and, only abo\lt 
one-third will evet complete a four yea.r course of study." These two 
publications, both from the u. s. Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, do not agree in their estilll8.te of the attrition rate. The 
author does not: know whethez:· both: .of theee e13t:imi!l tes atie incorrect, or, 
if one of them ·1s correct, which one it is, from the tone of much that 
has been written relative to the attrition rate, it would appea~ that 
the a~trition rate is too high, whatever it :Ls, 
If the attrition rate is as high as the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare purports it to be, that many and various programs 
have been implemented to low~r.the attrition rate should. collle as no 
surprise, · It is beyond tbe sc:,op~ of tb:l.s invest;l.gat:f.on to discuss all 
the c4uses of attrition. or the different approa¢hes that hav, beep made 
to thiS problem. Sotne attent;i.on has already been given to the causes 
of attrition from college in Chap·ter I. One of the aauises for attrition 
from college previously mentioned was an un1;3atisfactory academic record. 
As would bee!Xpected, a number· of dif:f;etent k;lnds of progra,ms have been 
utilized in attempttng to help student~ who~e acade~ic record has been 
unsat:i.sfactory. · 
This study will concern itself with· the c.on;t;ribution group 
counseling can make to academic ac.hieve~eri.t. The studies found by the 
author have not been universally successful, bu~ enough of them have 
been suec~ssful to merit consideration of group ~ounseling as a means 
of helping students improve their G.P.A. 
Chestnut (1965) states, 
"Of 15 investigations (Andel!'son, 19,56; Baymur and 
Patterson, 1960; Broedel, et.al., 1960; Caplan, 195.7; 
Clements, 1963; De Weese, 1959; Dt,mcan, 1962; Hart, 1963; 
Maron,ey, 1962; Mar~, 1959; McCarthy, 1959; ·sheldon ~nd 
Landsman, 1950; Sp.eeg!e, 1962; Sp;Lel},et'g~r.,, e,t,.E!J·, 1962; 
and Winborn and: Schmidt, 1965) of, the. h;rpot~sJ..s that. group 
counsel.irig has a measurable effect on scholastic achievel)lent, 
only two experiments (Spielberg er, et .• al, , 1962; and Hart, 
1963) have clearly indic.at!!!d that group counseling can 
fac:;i.li ta te academic achievement." 
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This statement, made in 1965, suggests that group counseling does 
not facilitate academic achievement. The author however would call 
attention to the fact that six of. the studies were done before 1960, 
two in 1960, five in 1962, and two in 1963, Of the two studies showing 
positive results, one was done in 1962, and the other in 1963. With the 
passage of time more is known a,bc;>ut group counseling and it is possible 
for the practitioners of group counseling ~Q develop gr~a~er skill. 
Chestnut (1965), from whose article th;i.s b.formation has been 
drawn, reported in the same article an invest;i.gation involving a 
counselor structured group, a gr0up structured group, and a control 
group. The counselor structured group discussed topics se1ected by the 
counselor •. These topics were selected to facilitate the improvement of 
the G.P.A. of the participants. l'he group structured group emphasized 
material which originated spontaneously from within the group. The 
purpose of both groups was to improve the G.P.A. of the participants. 
At the end of treatment, the counselor structured group and the group 
structured group had a mean G.P.A. which was ovet 2.00, while the 
control group was below this critical point. 
Ofman (1964) concluded that a study habits seminar was as effective 
as a group counseling technique for improving s~holastic performance of 
college students. 
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Abel (1967) formed a control group and· an experimental group of 6 
probationary transfer stud~nta ea.ch when these students were admitted to 
Transylvania in the spr:i,ng quarter of 196~ ... 63. '!'his e:x:perimental group 
participated in group counseling. The mean G.P.A. for students in the 
experimental group for the· spring quatter was significantly higher at 
the ,05 level than the mean G.P.A. !or students in the control group ior 
the same period. 
Bates (1968).Qbtained an experimental gtoup a1;1d a control group by 
assiguing one student to the ~peri,mental group and the other student 
to the CQntrol group from each of s~veral l,lijl.tched pairs of tenth, 
eleventh, and twelfth grade students, ',l'he e:K!perim.ental group m.et in 
weekly class period meetings for groqp counseling for 13 weeks. He 
found that the experimental group made s:i,gnificant ga:i,ns in G.P.A., 
TyZeri Vo.cationa.t. Card scores, and tQ.~ Bi ti's SeZf ... Acaeptan.ae score when 
compared to the matched eon.trpl group. 
These studies quoted are exampl~s ot studies which indicate that 
group counseling can facilitate a~ademic.achievement. There are many 
different kinds of group counseling, Chestnut (1965), previously 
mentioned, used two different kinds of group counseling in the same 
investigation, and obtq.ined. different.rl;!l'!lults for the two kinds of group 
counseling used. This experience of Ch~stnut appears to be typical of 
the experiences of other investigators i;i.s reported in the journals. 
Group counseling w;i.th students qaving academic di,fficu;Lty. has been 
used with attendance being both on a voluntary basis and on an 
involun~ary basis. Roth, Maukseh and Peiser (1967), Sheldon and. 
Landsman (l965), Benson and Blocker (1967), and Abel (1967) demonstrate9 
that group counseling can facilitate academic a.Ghiev~ment when 
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attendance at the group sessions is compulsory. 
The number of sessions or the length of time in terms of week$ 
seems to be an important.element in obtaining the qesired results from 
group counseling. Short periods of time have been used for gtc:iup 
counseling with various populat;ions. Gilbreath (1967) studied male 
under-achievers and found that after 8 sessions of one and one half to 
two hours each there were no significant differences in Grade Point 
Average for the leader structured group, group structured group, and the 
control group. Winborn and Schmidt (1965) used 68 second semester 
freshmen at Indiana University and found, after six groul' c;ounsding 
sessions of about an hour each, that the controi group had significantly 
better grades than the experimental group. Broeclel, Ohlsen, Proff and 
Southard (1965) met weekly with two groups of 9th g't'adia students for 8 
weeks and " ••• failed to produce evidence that group counseling will 
improve under-achievers academic perform~nce." Johnson and Leonard 
(1970) randomly assigned 78 student nurses to either group counseling or 
a control group. There.were seven group counseling sessions. After 
group counseling the experimental group members received better grades 
in the practice part of the co'l,l~se but there was no significant 
difference in theory grades or the final grades for the course. Light 
and Alexakos (1970) worked with high school sophomores in a group 
counseling situation that·involved two groups of five stuclents each 
meeting for 30 minutes once each week for five weeks. The grades of the 
group counseling group were better than the grades of the qc:introl group 
in geometry, and ratings by the geometry and English teachers were 
better, significant at the .05 level, but.other comparisons of the 
experimental and control groups did not reac;h significance. Chestnut 
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(196,5) found aftet eight.gioup·couqseling sess;Lo):!.s r;>f an hour and· a· half 
each that the m~an, G.P.A. of students :ln both a c~unselo:i:i struct1,lred 
group and a group structul:'ed g;oup was over.2.00 wh:f,l,.e th~ control group 
was below th:i,s erit:f,c~l point: •. 
Of six studies cited, three (Gilbreath, 1967; Winborn and Schmidt, 
1965; and Broedel, et.al., 196,5) failed to support g;toup counseling as 
a tecb,nique for helping students having academ:f,c difficulty, ~wo 
studies, (johnson and Leonard, 1970; and Light and Alexakos, l!HO) 
showed that group counsel:i.ng can be of some benefit. Only one 
(Chestnut, 196,5) showed the experimen.tal group performing at-an, 
acceptable level and the control group performing below a er:f,tical 
point. 
The one thing which these studies have :f.n common which needs to be 
mentioned at this point is the similar~ty in,.tQ~ numbe; of sess:i,ons. 
The smallest numbei- o.f sessions was five, the largest eight. Of the 
six studies, the authoraec\;!pts only one as accomplishing what it set 
out to accomplish. 
When consideratic;m is giveri. to the results obtaip,ed when there is a 
greater number of sessions, different· results are obtained. 
Sheldon and Landsman (1965) 4ivided 28 stuiients into .two Academic 
Methods Classes. With one class. tb,ey used th~ ti:-aditi.onal lecture 
· discussion method, The other class was the experimental group. The 
~perimental group had a lecture-discussion session on Mon~ay, and two 
additional sessions each week t;hat were.nondirective· group counsel:j.ng. 
Both, groups continued fo~ a semester. At the end.of the semester, the 
students in the experimental group had significantly better grades than 
the students in the control group. Benson and Blocher (1967) studied 
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low achievers in a high school sett;ing. Two groups of sb: students 
each met for one 55 minute period per we~k during the ~econd semester, 
The difference between the G.P.A. for the experimental group and a 
control group was s:l,gnifiqant; at the .02 level. Roth, Maul,<.sch, and 
Peiser (1967) used gro4p therapy with non~achievers. The group 
facilitators met.for two one hoU.r sessions per week for a semester with 
groups ranging in size from 7 tol2 meml:>ers. Attendance was compulsory, 
The G.P.A. for studel'l.ts in the experimental group was better than the 
G.P.A, of students in the eo~t~ol group. The difference was significant 
at the .01 level. The results of a study by Brown (1969) were that 
students who were on academic probation went to a G.J?,A. of 2.04 the 
semester they participated in structured group counseling for twelve 
weeks. 
Leib and Snyde+ (1967) conducted an invest!igation ;in which there 
were five students in two groups and four students in one group for a 
total of 14 students in the experimental group. ·Group meetings one 
hour in length were held two days per week for nine weeks. These 
authors reported " ... grades of all subjects improved significantly as 
compared to their past academic records." 
TheG.P,A. of the students in the experimental groups of these 
five studies improved. · Treatment (group counse:J.,iµ.g) in four of the 
studies continued for either twelve weeks or a semester, ~he study by 
Leib and Snyder (1967) continued for only nine weeks, but because there 
were two sessions per week for a total of 18 session$ it was included 
with this group. These studies of group counseling are accepted as 
having accomplished the desired result. 
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Part B 
Selected Personality G~racteri~tics 
And Academic Achievement 
The relationship of personality to acade'l!lic achievement has lons 
been the subject of discussion. Miner (1910) studied college freshmen 
at the University of Minnesota who had been excluded for academic, 
reasons. His analysis. of 86 questionnaires completed by excluded 
students or their high $chool principal showed, 
". • • the cause cf failure j.n 14 cas~I'! migh,t. be a1;1dgned 
to influences extrinsic to this problem such. as health a.nd 
necessary outside work; in 15 cases to intellectual incapacity, 
and in 57 to moral reasons such as lack of p'l.lrpose, l1u:ineS!s, 
and inabili.ty to resist social, fraternity and other t;emptat:i,.ons 
which interfered with work. Ip._ other words., four times. as many 
failures seemed to be ref errable to moral as intellec~ual 
factors," · 
'l'he summaX'y of Miner's investigation makes the su~c;nct and cogent 
statement: "'l'he personality of- the student plays a more ~l!lportant role 
in scholarship than does thecol,lege environment. Mora.l. traita, • . . ' 
seem inore important than intellectual incapacity in.explaining failure." 
Miner's contribution to our presell.t discussion is t4e fact that as 
early as 1909 there was beginning to be an aware1less of the relationship 
between personality and.academi~ success or fai:J.ure. Later, when 
attempts were made·to verify that t};:iere.is a relationship between 
personality and academic·. success, and to identify thdr personality 
traits which are associated with success or tailure, investigators were 
disappointed with the results which they obtained. Four reviews of the 
literature (Stagner, 1933; Wolf, 1938; Harris, :j.940; Garrett, H. F., 
1949). summarize the results of .135 studies. The disappointment.which 
these investigators experienced may have been caused, .at least: in part 
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by li1Ili ta tions of the personal! ty inventories then av!'l,ilable. . The 
instruments used by th~seea.rly inveBtigatbrs'Were frequently.devised at 
the time of the investigation by the people who were condupt,ing the 
investigation. Validity was a problem and populations for establish;l.ng 
norms were usually small. 
More·recent attempts to discover a relationship between personality 
and academic achievement were more successful than the first attempts. 
A number of personality charact;eristics have been selected and their 
relation to academic achievement is discuissed. These personality traits 
were selected because it.would app~ar that these are the traiti; which 
have received the most attention. 
Single Dimensions of Personality 
The first personal:ity characterist!:lc which will be discussed is 
achievement motivation. The need o~ an indi,vd.dual to consistently 
maintain high levels of performance is achievement motivation. Five 
studies (McG1:eil'and, et.al.., 1953; Burgess, 1956; Chahba:z;i, 1956; 
Weiss, et.al., 1959; Pierce, 1961) indicate that motivation to 
achieve correlated significantly with G.f .A. Achievement motivatri.on was 
measured by projective techniqµes in these five studies. ',rwo additional 
studies (Parrish and Rethlingshafer, 1954; Mitchell, 1961) used a 
projective technique method, the Thematic Apperaeption TeEJt, to measure 
achievement motivation, Parrish and Rethlingshafer were not able to 
differentiate between males who were achieving at different levels, 
Mitchell found the TAT to be unrelated to grades of students in a 
teacher training program. However, the author questions the conclusiorn;i 
of this study because the design of the study did not inc:lude adequate 
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· cont:!rols for the different levels of ability of the subjects. 
Four studies (Bendig, 1~58; Gebhartand Hoyt, 1958; Krug, 1,959; 
Weiss, et.al., l959) which used the Edwa:r»ds Perisonq,i PTeferenae Bohedu'le 
to measure achievement motivation found a significant correlation 
between achievement m<3tivation and G.P.A. The Weiss, et~al, study, in 
addition to using the Thematia. Apperaeption Test, also used the Edwards 
Pe'i's'orzi:iZ Preferenoe Sahedu.Ze and found a correlation of +. 42, 
significant at the ,05 level, between the Edwards Periaona} Preferenae 
SaheduZe, achievement motivation scores and G,P.A. 
Two studies (Cooper, 1956; Worell, 1959) acqepted the level of 
aspiration as an index of achievement motivation and found a positive 
relationship between academic per£ormance and achievement motivation. 
From the preceeding studies the authQr concludes that there is a 
relationship between achievement motivation and academi~ performance. 
Achievement motivation ;ts a multidimensional construct .(Mite.hell, 
1961). This fact may accoun,t for some of the studies which are 
inconsistent with the above conclu$ion. When the dimensions of A.M. 
(achievement motivatic;m' most relevant to academic performance are 
specified, it should be possible to arrive q.t a better upderstanding of 
the relationship between achievement; motivation and academic 
performance. 
The heed to solve personal· problems w:i,thout consul.ting others or 
the need to weigh alternatives and plan a course of action witho'l,lt 
asking for advise has been variously labeled "autonomy," "independence," 
and "self;..sufficie1lcy." The continuum "conformity-nonconformity" is a 
measure of.the concept of autonomy in that a conforming student is not 
autonomous and a nonconforming student is autonomous. 
.• 
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The following studies :f,ndicate that .. the effect of· conformi..ty u~on. 
academic:ach;Levemeti.t was detPrmined by ~he th":f.ng w;f.thwhich. the stu4ent 
conformed. It would. appear·. tfl,at;; ci:>tlform;L-q.r' Q.ontr'1bu.~•s to· a~ademic 
success when students conform to an· educiii-tiona1 environment. When 
conformity is cons.;ldered apart from c<:>ntormity to an educat;ional 
environment, nonconforming autonomous stud en.ts are· ~oi-e successful 
academically. 
Weigand (1957) usec;l a sem:t.-etruct.u:e4· i;nte;-view -i::echn;lque to 
compare 41 successful students with 40 unsuccessful s~udents. The 
successful students' attitudes were congruent with the attitudes of the 
educational environment. Erb (19~1) used a Q~sprt to differentiate 
between high and low confol'lll,ing s:1,1.bjeQts~ Conformity wai:i not re;Lated 
to pe;formance for male subje~ts~ Confo;-m~ty was related to performance 
howevet for_fema;Lee. Erb found that women ~igh o~ conf9rmity had a 
higher G.P.A. than women. low on conformity. This is contrary to other 
findingl!I. "A possible in.terp;retat:ion ;l.s that female conformity includes 
academic school achievem(imt as a c'11t-ura11y desirable aymbol,, •• " 
Ringness (1965) compared 30 successful and 30 unsucc.essful junior high 
school boys and found that successfu;I. boys want teachers to. think well 
of them and that they think of themselves as being like their perception 
of the teacher's ideal student. Unsuccessful studet).ts did pot conform 
to the educational environment, they confo')!n.1.ed to theit:' peer .. group, 
which was oriented toward athletics and social J,ife. Academic school 
achievement as a cultura~ly desirable symbol was not a part of their 
value system. 
Four studies (Weigand, 1953; Gilmore, 1951; Burgess, 195.6~ and 
Merrill and Murphy, 1959) support.the c9nclusion that autonomous 
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students are more successful academically. Weignad, (l,953) ~ound that 
more students who had been. performing poorly we;re influenced by their 
families in making their. occupational choice than were students who were 
more independent of their families in this matter. This st;udy is 
included in this paragraph because the terms "autonomy" and 
"independence" are used. as synonymE? in t;hfs discussion. Gilmore, (1951) 
in a study whic4 did not control for aptitude, found approximately the 
same thing, that high performing students were more independent than low 
performing students. Burgess's (1956) study supports the findings of 
Gilmore. She found underachieving engineering students more dependent, 
or they were not as autonomous, as the more succ:;.essful engineering 
students. Merrill and Murphy (1959) used the autonomy scale of the 
Edwards Personal Preferenae Sahedule with low-ability college students. 
These· students were divided i,nto two groups on the basis of whether they 
failed as expected or. did better. than they were expected to do and thus 
remained in college. Students who were able to remain :f..n college scored 
higher on autonomy than. students who failed and left college, 
EngliShand English (l958) define extra.version-introversion as an 
hypothesized dimension for the description of personality. This 
dimension is probably not a.continuous unitary dimension but a 
collection of loosely related variables: i,e,, a person may become more 
introverted without thereby being ;Less extraverted. l'hree aspects are 
commonly distinguished; direction of attention, i.e., outward or 
inward, ease or di:t;ficulty of social adjustment, and tendency to open or 
secretive behavior. 
Two studies published in 1932 (Flemming, 1932; White, 1932) 
suggest a small positive relationship between academic success and the 
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degree of introversion, Bloomberg (1955) administered· a questionnaire 
to a sample of first semes-tt:~r freshmen and ana1y:2ed 31 ite~s that. 
correlated with the ach,ievement criterion at the· .05 level of 
significance.in an.effort to characterize the typical achieving college 
student, He found, among other. things, that the achieving college 
student is likely. to be somewhat introverted. Kerns (1957) found that 
sttldents with low G .P.A. derive satisfaction from colJ,ege social 
activities. Deriving satisfaction from social activities is 
characteristic of an eJ<;tra,vertbecause the Q.irect:Lon of their <ilttention 
is outward, social.adjustmep,t :i.s easy for them, and they have a tendency 
to be open. These things make it .easy for them to get.caught up in 
social activities,· and thus the time nee4ed for acac;l.emic ach,:i,evement is 
not available. Stud.ents with high G.P.A, obta:tn their satisfaction from 
academic activities, '.rhe cha;i:-ac;teristiCs of an introvert do not. 
distract him from academic putsuits, and so he tends to be more 
successful in this area. 
Three additional studies are included in the discussion on 
extraversion-introvers;Lon. These thJ;"ee studies utilized the Affiliation 
scale of the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule. A careful study of 
the description of the Affiliation scale found in the Edwards Personal 
P-:t!eference Schedule Manual q.nd the definitions of tl10 terms 
extraversion, introversion, and extraversion-introversion found in the 
English and English Comprehensive Dictionary of Psy<Jhologiaal and 
Psychoanalytical fe'r'ms will reveal a mq.rked similarity- between these two 
concepts, . The description of the AffiliatiOp. scale and the definitions 
of these terms will b.e found in Appendix D. 
Because these concepts are closely related to each other, these 
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three studies are included in· this discus$ic>ti. Gebqart aµd Hoyt, 
(1958) used ,240 freshman students f;rom an original pool of 740 freshmen. 
These 240 subjects were t:he students whose obtainedG.P.A. waa most 
discrepant from a predict;ed G .P.A. Gebhart and Hoyt found that 
overachievers scored significantly lower on the affiliation, scale than 
underachievers. Krug (1959), replicated the Gebhart-Hoyt'st1,1dy, using 
411 freshmen in his original, pool, and obtained the same results with 
the affiliation scale, ;i..e., overac;;.h:Levers scored significantly lower on, 
the affiliation scale than underachievers. Merrill and Murphy (1959) 
administered the Edwards Per$onaZ f'l'eferenoe SoheduZe to 49 freshmen 
whose obtained G.P.A. was 2,00 or above, (passing) but whose predicted 
G.P.A, was 1.50 and to 52 freshmen whose obtained G.P.A. was 1.00 or 
below (failing) but whose predicted G.P.,A, wa.s l.50, They found that 
law ability student.a who obtained a 2.00 ol:' above G.P.A. and thus 
remained in college scored lower on the need for affiliation than those 
students who failed and left college. 
All seven of these studies used college students as subjec~s. They 
consistently point to a positive relationship between introversion and 
academic success for college students. 
Spielberger and Katzemneyer (1959) divided· a sample of males into 
three groups according to ability. They then correlated the Taylor 
Manifest Anxiety Saale scores with grades for each group and found a 
low (-.18) negative correlation for subjects in the medium ability 
group. Grades of subjects in the high and ].ow ability groups did not 
correlate with the anxiety scores. Klugh and :aend:tg (1955) were 
unsuccessful in their attempt to correlate Taylor Manifest; An:x:iety SoaZe 
scores with grades and with a measure of ability. They did find 
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however, that the anxiety scores, when included in a predictive. battery, 
added significantly to the mul.tiple c9rrelation·, Grooms and Endler 
(1960) p;redicted grades from a knowledge of ability and found this 
pred.ict:ion tc;> be more accurate for their high anxiety subjects than it. 
was for the total sample, while the prediction for medium anxiety 
subjects an4 low anx;tety subjects was not a~ good as was the prediction 
for the total sample. Stix (1966) investigated the relationship between 
anxiety and overachievement for males and females and found a 
significant relationship for females but not for males. These four 
studies do not prove conclusively that there is a relationship between· 
anxiety and G.P.A., neither do they prove conclusively that there is no 
relationship between anxiety and G.P.A, 
Shepler (1956) used t;he Teman ... MaNemar Test of MentaZ AbiUty, 
The Harry--Durost EssentiaZ High SahooZ Content Eatter'll~ and the 
SahoZastia Preferenae Interview and foupd a posi~ive relationship 
between interest in science and academic performance in.science courses 
when the experimental subjects were hompgeneous as to mental ability 
and heterogeneous as to the level of preference for studying science. 
Two studies (Melton, 1955, and Hewer, 1957) compared scores obtained by 
using the physician key of the Strong Voeationat Interest Blank with 
grades of premedical students and found these two criteria tp be 
uncorrelated. Burgess (1956) found interest test scores uncorrelated 
with academic.performance of engineering students. From these four 
studies the writer would hypothize that interest in a particular 
subject matt;er is related t() _academic .,performa"Q.ce in an heterogeneous 
population, but t~at when the range is truncated by universally high 
levels of preference for-a given curriculu-qi because of corranitment to a 
vocation,. interest inventor~es will not expla,in why one person fails 
and another person succeeds. 
The results of several single~variabl·e studies· have been reviewed. 
These studies indicate that diff erenees in personality are related to 
the level of academic performance of students. These studies seem to 
suggest that the student most apt.to be succ~ssful will have·a high 
level of achievement mot:lvation; he wil;L conform to the educat;LonaJ,. 
environment but will be nonconfortning otherwise; . and he will tend to be 
introverted rather than e~troverted. It would also appear that a 
student will achieve more in a curriculum in which he has a high level 
of interest that he will in a curriculum in which. he has little 
interest. 
Multiple Dimensions of Personality 
In addition to the studies which .considered a single dimension of 
personality, .a number of studies have been conducted which have 
utilized pe~sonality i~struments. The Catifo~n~a PsyohoZogioaZ 
Inventory scales are given in Appendi~ B. 
TJ;i.ese studi~s approach t)le problem of ideD.tifying personality 
traita that are related to academic success ;i,n two wa.y.s, One of the 
methods used is a correlation of CaZifo~nia PsyqhoZogioaZ Inventory 
scale.scores with G.~.A .. The other.method compar~s the mean scale 
scores of the Catiformia PsyohoZogioaZ Invente>ry of one· group with t;he 
mean scale scores of ap,other ·group to. see if there are· significant 
differences between the two groups on any of the scales, 
Table Number lI presents the correll:l.tional studies. 
In addition to studies which correlate personality traits with 
G.P.A., a number pf studies have att~pted to di1=1e.ovet' whether or.not 
there are differences in the personal;i.ty t:r~it score~ 'between groups 
which at:"e different in te:rms of G .P.A. Table ll!' presents the 
findings of nine of these studies. 
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The Edwa::rds Personal Preferienae Saheau·ie· has· been used to identify 
personality traits which are.related to academic succ,.ess. To facilitate 
the.consideration of this material, it is being presented in Table IV. 
Some of these. studies do p.ot c1;msider all of the scales of this 
instrument. The descriptiop.s of the Edward~ PePsonaZ Preferenae 
SaheduZe are given in Appendix D. 
Three studies considered deviant achievement and EPPS scores. 
Four hunc;lred high schooi stuc;lents._. froi.n one clasE! were obtain,ed by Klett 
(1957) for her comparision of ovetachievers EPPS sco~es with 
unQ.erachievers EPPS scot~s, Th~ overachieve;i;;s h•d s:f,.gnV:i,.cantly highei; 
scores on the achievemep.t, dom:Lnan:c~., and end.u!l!'ances sea.lee and 
signi.f icantly -iowet scores on the hetei-oaeJC;ualtl.ty, autonomy, and 
aggression scales. 
Gebhart and Hoyt (1958) usec;l male fres!wien engineering and 
a~chitecture students in their study. They found the overachievers to 
be significantl,y higher.on the achieve'l!lent;, order, ;i,ntraception al).d 
consistency sca+es and significantly· lower on the n~rturanc,e, 
affiliation, and change scales. 
Merrill and Murphy (1959) admin~ste~ed the E~PS to low ability 
freshmen. who were expected to fa:J-1. The· scores (:if tQose who failed as 
expected were co'l!lpared with the !'JCOre$ of those who did not fail as 
expected. Those who were successful scor~d significantly higher on the · 
deference, dominance, ·and endurance scales. Students who were 
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unsuccessful, who failed as expeetee,i, scored sign;i.;fi<;iantly h:f..gher on 
the exhibition, autonomy, affiliation, and change scalei;. 
When these three i;tudies a:i;e·considered togethe:r it is o'!>served 
that there are no scales wh:l,.c~ show .similar results for all three 
studies. Again, consider;ing the·t'hree studies together there are six 
scales which show significant differepees between div:l,.ant groups in 
only one of the.studies, It ·would appear t:hat the:t;'e is more 
disagreement than there is agreement. 
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Goodstein and Heilbrun (1962) re;Lated the El?PS scale~ to 
achievement. They divided 3,57 studemts at Iowa State Un:l,.versity who 
were enrolled in elementary psychoiogy courses into low, medium, and 
high ability groups and administered the EPPS. rhe results which they 
obtained are shown.in Table IV. 
Hakel (1966) attempted to replicate the Good.st~in and He:i,lbrun 
study, One hundred and two males in a large two~quarter in~roductory 
psychology class were the subjects of Rakel's study, "The results 
showed little agreement with those reported by Goodstein and Heilbrun." 
(Hakel, 1966). 
Part c 
Self Concept· and, Al:~adetn.ie •Success 
The writings of Abraham Maslow, ~ordon Al~ort, and Carl Rogers 
have emphasized.the importance of the self. According to the 
phenomenological point of view, everything is observed, interpreted, 
and comprehended from this personal vantage point. From this personal 
vantage point there is the observation by the individual of what he as 
an individual does, there is also the interpretation by the individual 
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of what he as an individual has aecompl,ii;hed, and ~ina~ly there is the 
comprehension by the individual o~·what· he as ~n indiv:l:~ua,1 is~ Th;l.s 
comprehension of what. the ;Lndivid1,1al is can, 'be equa~ed w;:l.th the concept 
that a person has of himself, or his self-cqncept. 
For gene"X"ations, many teachers have believed that there is a 
positive relationship between a· student's self-concept and his 
performance. in school. Whethel'.' or ili;>t such a rel.ationship does in fact: 
exist has been the concern of a number of resea;rchers, The purpose of 
this section b to review t•·literat\lre relat;Lve to th:i,s question. 
There appeared in l9(i1 a bookentit:l-ed Se'lf ... Conoepii: A CritiaaZ 
Survey of Pertinent Rese~ah Liter~tu~e by Ruth c. Wylie. Wy;l.le (1961) 
reviewed 493 articlei;i and otb,er r~fe:rep,ces o;f va~ious kinds, That she 
has completed a monumental task in her cr:l.Ucal au:i:-vey of pertinent 
"X"esear~h cannot.be denied. There is however a lim:l.tation which should 
be mentioned. The studies which we'l;'e being ;t;.'epot"ted prior to ;1.960 in 
nia~y, many instances utilized som~ v$.riat:i.on qf self-;reporting. While 
Wylie is in no way responsible for the appraach then in vogue, Combs' 
comment on the difference between self;.,concept and self-reporting 
shou+d be considered. His comment follows: "Self theorists have 
defined the self-concept as what an individual belie~.es he is. The 
self report, on the other han4, is what the ~ubje~t is ieady, willing, 
ab.1.e or' d:i.n- be· ·tr:f..cked to say he is. Clearly, these cqncepts are by no 
means the same•" (Cpmbs, 1962~-page.53.) Comb's colilment here is a 
simp.1.if ication of an earlier discussion in ~n ar~icie which he 
co-authored with Soper (Combs and Soper, 1957). In.this earli,er 
article (Combs and Soper, 19-'7' the· assert:,i.cm was m~de. that the degree 
to which one can rely on a self report will depend on (1) the clarity 
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of the subject's awareness, (2) the availability of adequate symbols 
of expression, (3) social expectancy, (4) the cooperation of the 
subject, and (5) the freedom from threat or the personal adequacy of 
the individua'l. To this list Shulman (1968) would a.dd, (6) respoi:}~.~< 
set, or the particular pattern some indi~iduals will utilize reagrd1ess 
of the type of question included in an inventory. It would appear that 
extreme caution should be exercised in the equating of the results of a 
self-report with the self-concept of the individual involved. Many of 
the investigations surveyed by Wylie were completed before the Combs and 
Soper article was published. Investiga,tors who had not discovered for 
themselves the limitations of se],f-reports could very easily be misled 
by the results of their investigations. Wylie described the confusion 
she encountered in self-concept research prior to 1960 in the last 
chapter of her book. Part of her comment tollows, 
", , ., there is a great deal Q~ ambiguity in the 
results, c.onsiderable apparent contridiction among the 
Hp.dings of various studies, and a tendency for different 
methods to produce different results. In short, the total 
accul!lulation of substantive findings is disappointing, 
especially in proportion to the great amount of effort 
which obviously has been e'.l{pended," 
More recent.research which utilizes a different method of assessing 
the self-concept will now be considered. The Tennessee Self Con~ept 
Scale (TSCS) was published in 1965 and has been used e'.lttensively in self 
concept research since then.. The Tennessee Self Concept Scale is a 
multidimensional description of the self concept consisting of 100 
statements which the subject uses to portray his ewn picture.of himself. 
The gradation of responses from completely false to completely true 
makes possible a more precise delineation of the self concept, 
In attempting to discover whether or not there is a relationship 
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between se:Lf concept and acad~ic ·· sucaes·s c.oD.!iiideration: will be given to 
the self concept and level of education. 
Do people.with graduate degrees have·better self concepts· ~han do 
people with the bachelor's degree, or, on another level, clo people with 
bachelor's degrees have.better self concepts than.high.~chool graduates? 
Piety (1958), was unable to d~onstrate a relationship between self 
concept and level of education when he correlated TSCS scores with years 
of education. He used an earlier fo'X'til of the.TSCS. Monson (1969) 
tested unemployed adu:Lts and found no significant difference between 
those who had graduated from high ~chool a~d those who had not. Using 
119 general hospital patients as subjects, Schwab, Clemmons, and Marder. 
(1966) found no significant correlation between self concept scores and 
amount of education, Harrington (1971) divided 255 Air Farce Officers 
into three groups on the basis of educational level attained and found 
no significant·differences between groups on any of the.2.8 TSCS scales. 
Brooks (1970) found no significant relationship between self concept and 
years of formal education among teachers at community colleges. These 
five studies indicate that there· is no.relationship between years of 
formal education and scores on the TSCS. 
These results may have been obt,ainetl }Pecause there is ·no 
relationship between self concept and. education, or these results may 
have been obtained because of con~ounding variables such as age, 
intelligence, socio-economic·level, race, and.state of personal 
adjustment. In the f:l-ve studies quoted, one.or two of these variables 
mentioned were held constant, but· not all five of them; and it may be 
possible that there are more confounding variables than these five 
listed. 
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Another approach to the problem has been made by using standardized 
achievement test scores and self concept scale scores. The achievement 
test scores are used as a measure of the level of educatipn attained. 
If achievement test scores can be acc;epted as a measure of the level of 
education attained, the fol~owing studies should be considered. Gay 
(1966) administered the Metropolitan Aahi(?Vement 'lest and the !SCS to 
207 eighth grade Negro students in Texas. The correlation between these 
two instruments was significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
Williams and Cole (1968) administered the caiifo'l'nia Aahievement 
Test and the TSCS to 80 Georgia sixth gr~ders. The total P score of the 
TSCS correlated .31 with the reading score and .33 with the arithmetic 
score. 
These two studies would support the idea that there is a 
relationship between .self concept and academic ach:i..eveJ11ent. Different 
results however, were obtained by Blamick (1969) and Herskovitz (1969). 
Blamick tested 85 ninth grade students who were primarily white middle 
cla'Ss :sbldents attenQ,ing the P .K. Yonge Laboratory School in Florida. 
Nine TSCS scores were correlated with a critical thinking. score·, an 
aptitude score, and achievement scores in Social Studies, English, 
Mathematics, and Science. These last si~ scores were obtained from the 
administration of the Florida State-Wide Ninth Grade Testing Program. 
The correlation of the nine TSCS scores with 6 Florida Testing Program 
scores produced a total of 54 correlations. None of the correlations 
coefficients was significant, Hetskovitz (1969) developed and 
implemented an educational-vocational rehabilitation program for 
disadvantaged Negro youth who had been identified as potential high 
school dropouts. There were 36 boys and 22 girls in the experimental 
gJ;"o1,1.p. A com.parable co'Qtrol, gt"oup· was aetec~ea. ~he l'SCS was. 
adm.in;Lstered. 
"The corr~lational a~alyli!·i's showed that, the ptep;iogram,· 
level of. self ... esteem. was. not rela.ted • • .• to. s.c.oree on the 
· WAIS.9 or to reading and arithm.e.tiC:' ac~ev.etnen.t ·test seQres, 
Likewise, p.oa.tprogram level of self~e.steelll was not related 
to postprogram seores on the intelligence and achievement 
tests, " 
The?:"e was. a positive relatic~mship between. the postpl;'ogram level of 
self ... esteem and the amount .. of earnings. 
Another approach· to the problem undel;' consideration has utilhed 
coune grades or grade·point averages as the.cr;l.~er;La fo:i;: acadeiµic 
perfot:"ma,nce; 
Three studies compare the G,P.A. of students w:i.t;:h high levels of 
pel;'sona:).ity integration with students who have ave~age levels of 
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-personality integration.. Du~can (1966) d.ef;l.ned the psychologically 
integrated person as one."who has a poSiUve self concept, who perceives 
himself largely responsible for what happens to him, in whcni. tbe 
valuing process is intet'nlll.lly generated., who has a wid.!i! range.· of 
interests and ac.t;i.v'i.ties, and wh(i is intellectually efficien.t." Duncia.n 
found the G .P.A. of mal'e students with high levels of personality 
integration to be s:i,gnificant;lydiffetent (higher) at the .OS level of 
confidence from male students with ave;rage levels of persoJ,lal!t.t;y 
integration, Duncan administered the TSCS to ~6S subje~ts in his study 
but did not ;include in any C!lf his table~ the <:;O!llparative scores of his 
experimental and cc;>ntrol groups. He did say that people with. hi,gh 
levels of personality integration have poi;;itive self concepti;;. Seema» 
(1966) replicated Duncan's study, using females as subjecte;; inst;ead of 
males. Seeman use~ the Durt(]an Reputation Teqt (Duncan, 1966) to 
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identify his expei:';:l.mental group, The' contt'ol' group consisted of 
students randomly selected from the popµlat;ion tram wh:i,.oh the. 
experimental group had been drawn, The Tscs·was admini~.tered to both 
the experimental g):'oup and the control group. The Total, Positive Score 
and.the Personality Integration· Score of the experimental group was 
found to be.significantly different (higher) at the .01 level of 
confidence from the same scores of the control group. The G.P.A. of 
the experimental group was lik¢wiSe found to be signiti.can.tly different 
from the control group in the same direction and at the same level of 
confidence, Hughes (1967) randomly se;l..ected 51 sixt.h grad~ pupils from 
five Memphis,· 'J;'ennessee Public· SchoolS. 'l'hese pupils were all from, the 
mid~le range.of the r.q. distribution, The lSCS was used as the 
measure of self concept. A quote.from Hughes CQntains his findings 
which are pert;inent to our i~terest. . "Children with more positive 
self-images t.ended to deal more. effectiv~ly with the eUect;s of 
diStraction and to earn higher grade~ than ch:lldren with. negative 
self ... images." ·Anot~;i: series of studies compares sel~ concept measures 
of students with different G ,J' • .I\. ·levels, 
An alternative method g'J:'oups students acco:i;-ding 1;o G.P.A. and then 
exami~s the self concept: variable to see.if there are·dUferences 
between groups on thi~ dimension. An early study whiop had a good 
design was exec"Uted by R.eede'J;." (1955). Shedesigµed a,pDocedure for 
measuring the.self con~ept which had test-retest reliability 
·coeffic;i..ents of • ~n and • 84 for· iii;l interval· of two weeks, and • 86: and 
• 7 4 for an interval of three months. UsH1g this . procedure and while 
holding·±ntelligeP,ce const;ant,.she found that students who have poor, 
sel,f concepts do tiot acl:lieve at· ~,level whic:h iS? conunensurate with their 
intelligence and that these stud~n'l:s·havepoorer grades. th,anstudent;s 
with good self concepts. Chickerin~· (1958) compared actuaJ. 
self-perceptions with ideal self-perception$ of ninth grade students, 
While holding age and intelligence con~tant, he found an inverse 
relationship between academic achi~vement and the discrepancy between 
the actual and ideal self concept. Students who perceived themselves 
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as being what they wanted to be did well, while students who perceived 
themselves as not being what they wanted to be did poorly, Shaw, Edson,· 
and Bell (1960) compa;i;:ed the self concepts o~ achievers and 
underachievers. The mean X.Q, of the achievers was not significantly 
different from the mean I.Q, of the i.mdel;ach;i..eve'l;'s but the mean G .P ,A. 
of the achievers was significantly diffe!l;'ent frqm the lll.ean G.P.A. of the 
underachievers at the .01 level of confide~ce, The Sa~bin Adjeative 
CheakUst (Sarbin and. R.osenbe:i;g, 1~55) ~ eons;i.sting of 200 adjectives, 
was used as the measure of self concept. '.!:his investigation revealed 
that differences in self. concept do exist between achievers and 
underachievers and that male underachievers have more p.egG1.tive feelings 
about themselves than do male achh.vers. Borislqw (1%2) used a 
:modification of Fiedler's 24 item adjective scale (Fiedler, 1958) as a 
measure of self concept. From 197 University ~f Pennaylvani.afreshm.en 
four.experimental groups we:re formed. Thes~ four groups did not differ 
from each other in terms of scholastic aptitude or educational-
vocational plans. The four groups were: ach,ievers (N=84), and. 
underachievers (N=21) both oriented toward academic attainment; and 
achievers (N=55) and underachievers {N=26) who were not oriented.toward 
academic attainment. Borislow found that·students who underachieve 
scholastically cannot be destinguii;hed from those wtio achieve 
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scholastically on the basis of thegep.eral self-ev;al,.uation prior to or 
subsequent to their first semester in college. 
Buchin (1966) obtained measures of academic potential and col!ege 
achievement records for 175newly-admitted freshmen apd 167 seniors who 
had been randomly selected from their respective classes. These 342 
students took the·Seoord-Jourard SeZf Conoept Test. When Buchin 
analyzed this data, there was no significant relationship between 
achievement and self concept. 
Walton (1965) matched an experimental and control group by using 
scores from the Peabody Piqture VooabuZary Test. However, when the 
G.P.A. of thes.e two groups are considered, a significant difference is 
found. After the TSCS had been administered to both groups, and the 
results analyzed, it was found that for twelve of fourteen TSCS- scores, 
there were no apparent differences in the self concept of the two 
groups. Only the Net Conflict scores and the Total Conflict: scores 
were significantly different, 
Shaw and Alves (r963) found a significant difference at the .05 
level in the self concept score of eitZ's Index of Adjustment and 
Values between bright achievers and underachievers. 
Iglinsky (1968) measured several variables of thre~ groups of 
students entering the Stephen F. Austin State College in the fall of 
1965 and 1966. Group I was composed of students not plaGed on 
scholastic probation. Group II was composed of students who. were 
placed on scholastic probation at the end of their second semester. 
Group III was compos.ed of students who were placed on schol,astic 
probation at the end of their first semester and excluded from the 
college at the end of their second semester. The TSCS was used to 
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measure self concept. The three groups did· not· d,iff er sigriif icantly on 
seven of the eight s~ales used. 
Peters (1968) iden.t;if ied over-and,.;.underachieveJ;"s · by. comparing 
obta:J.ned grade ·with a grade predicted from· the student's LQ. Self 
concept, as mea.s.ured by the TSCS, was not significantly related to 
over-and-under achievement. 
Passmore (1970) investigated the r~lationship between self concept, 
certain per.sonality traits, and success in elementary. student teach:lng • 
She· used the TSCS, Biil's Index of Addu.atme.nt and VaZ.ue.s, and the 
Omnibus Pe'l'sona.Uty Inventoriy as measur~ng instruments. In addition, 
cooperating. teachers and the univers:l-ty supervisors rated their· student 
teachers by means of the Frofe.ssiorl.(l.Z. Judgement of Student. Teaohe'l' 
Compete.nae SoaZ.e. Teaching effec:tiveness 'ratings.were found to be 
significantly related at the .05 level· of confidence to three of the 
scales of the TSCS, 
The use of cor+ela.tional stat::J.stic;s does not seem to. '!;le .the· popular 
way. to determine the strength of the relationship bettw.een self concept 
and.academic.achievement. A few studies· of this n;:i.ture have been 
reported. These will be examined. Brim (1954) had st;:ud.ents ranl:c 
themselves on a sc~le extendi~g from 1 to 100 on the b~sis of where they 
t;hoµght they would be if general· intelligence tests wer.e g~ven: .to all 
the students of their completecollege class· and all the students were 
then ranked from 1 to 100. With.this ranking as a measure of self 
concept, ·he coi'reU.te4 these rankings with the G.P.A. of the stud~nts 
involved, and with acttial intelligence controlled (ACE percentile) 
obtained a correlation of +.20. Nichol~ and HollGtnd (1963) found self 
ratings of scholarship correlated .20 with first year college grades for 
men and .25 for women, Gay .(1966) corielated TSCS score!$ wi.th· G·.P·.A, 
and obtained a. correlation whi¢h was ~:f.gn:tti~ant. at t;J,i.e • 05 lf!:!vel of 
confidence• This study was previously cited. 
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In Klahn' s study (1966) · a· setnatic dif f.erential method. of using 
paired bipolai- adjectives provided a measure of the self concept of 95 
first year nursing students. This' self concept measure did not. 
correlate significantly with any of the other variables considered in 
the study. 
ln the pr.ece.eding section t;he conclusions of. ;l.pdividua1 studies 
fre.quently differ with .. the concJ.usions of other studies which have been 
cited. The r.elationship which exists between seJ,.f concept;. and academic. 
achievement is clouded at best. Perhaps part of the dilemma is caused 
by the fact that the measurement of self con~ept is acc.0111Plished:by: the 
meas1.lrement of seconcl. or thi+d o.,: pel;'hap~ even fourth order. cJ:'i.terion~ 
There is no first order index of one's se;t.£ concept. There are theories 
about self concept. One such theory m;Lght be that a p.ers.on.' s self 
concept effects that person's motivation. Tl).en an attet!lpt is made to 
measure motivation. Again, we find that there ;1.s no first. order measure 
of· motivation, ·so something. which we theorize r~presents motivation is 
measured, and from this measurement· we assert that we have measured 
self con~ept. It is possibl,e that· our assfi;!rtion ii;; more a matter of 
wistful thin~ing than it is reality. When.we use these measurements, it 
is not surpl;:'ising to the author thl!l.t the· results which we obtain are 
inponclusive, 
. ·cHAPTER :i:n 
METHODOLOGY'AND DESJ:G~ 
A number of different thil'J,gs contribute to the attrition rate and 
a number of different things havebeendone to fower the attrition rate. 
Thii:; study concerns itself with that· part.of the ~ttrition problem 
which occurs when s.tudents withdraw from college because their academic 
record has been unsatisfactory. Itrec,ognizes grqup counseling as a 
method which hai;; shown promise as a way tP deal with t;his problem. In 
an effort to improve the efficienc;y 1;>f this method, this study seeks to 
determine if there is a differential response in terms o;f grade point 
average to structured group counseling that can be assoMated with 
differences in personality. Stated in ianot;her way, which personality 
traits of students participating in structured group counseling 
correlate with their grade point averages? 
Sample Selection and Procedure 
Students at Oklahoma State· University in the College of Arts and 
Sciences who had disqualified themselves by their low grades and had 
subsequently been suspended were.used· as subjects in this investigation. 
At the end of every semester a number of students are suspended from the 
University for· academic deficiency, A student is suspended when his 
academic performance.falls below the minimum level est;ablished by the 
University for contim1ed enrollment. The minimum level of proficiency 
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established by the University forconti~ued enrollment wa1;1 exactly the 
same for students in both the con:tro;L group and t'Q.e exp~rimental group. 
This minimum level of proficie~cy is defined in the 1910-1972 catalog on 
page 18, section 48, paragraph c and in 'the 1971-1973 catalog on page 
39, section 35, paragraph c. Both definitions are exactly the same in 
every detail. This cata.log definition of academic def lei.ency follows: 
"c. Suspension from the university fo.r academic. d.eficiency. 
A student who cons.istently fails to make sa.tisfactory 
progress toward his approved objective will be suspended 
from the. university for academic reasons. A student will 
b.e suspended from the university under this provision 
when he achieves less than a 2. 0 ·average. f p.r the Spring 
Semester unless hia accumula.Uv~ average over all hours 
attempted is equal to or above that st;i.pulated in the 
schedule below. 
Tota+ hours 
attempted 
less than 36 
36 through 54 
55 through 73 
74 through 90 
90 through 108 
over 108 
Minimum grade point 
average required 
1.4 
1.5 
1,6 
1. 7 
1.8 
2.0 
A student. who make!;! less than 1.,4 average. for an academic 
year, and less than a 2.0 average his last semester, will 
be suspend.ed regardless of his accumulative av.erage." 
Some of the students who are suspended from the University because 
of academic deficiency ask to be re-instated, Students in. the College 
of Arts and Sciences who have been suspended and ask to be. re-instated 
I 
have a conference with Dr. Dan Wesley, Head' of Student Personnel 
Services of this college. Duri;ng th;i.s conference a decision is made 
as to whether or not this stud~at will be re~insta:ted. Approximately 
fifty students are re-instateq ~t the beg;i.nning of the secon4 semester 
each year. Students who were re-instated for the second semester of the 
1970-1971 school year were utilized as the control group. Students who 
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were re~instated for the second'selil.est;erof· J:he l9'71-.1972. school: year 
were utilized as the experimental· gtoup, NP1'e !!>f the students. in either 
the control group. or the ex.pet'imental gtroup knew they were. part·of a 
study. Students in the experimental groµp were told that everything 
that was,b.eing done. was for their benefit. It was not necessary to tell 
students in the control group anything. 
When it was determined that this· invest:igat;f.~n wo'l,lld utilize 
re-instated students the criteria, for re-instatement became the criteria 
fox- inclusion in this investi~ation. The author imposed tQ.e requirement 
that students includ.ed'ln th;f.s invesUgation he enrolled ;for a minimum 
number of 12 hours, This lower l:i.mit·was' set:· because 12 hours: is the 
minimum number of hours a student.can c~rry and still be classified as a 
full t:ime student. Studei;ite who were re-instated at the beginning of 
the second semester of t:he 1971 ... ~972 school year (the experimental 
group) were required to a:tend sttuctu-;t;'ed group c.ounsel,:l.ng sessions as a 
condition of re-instatement. Students in the experimental group whose 
scores were util;i..zed in the.comp'l,lti\l.tions were students who had attended 
a minimum of ten grpup counseling sessions. Included in the 
investigation were male and female sophomores, juniors, and seniors. No 
student in.either the control or experime~tal group earned a grade point 
average of 2.00 or above in the.1:1emester :l.:mn\ed;i.a,tel,y pteceeding their 
being included in this investigati~n. 
Beginning with the first week of the secoq.d semester of the 
1971-197i school year, group counseling sessions were conducted every 
week for thirteen weeks. Students who were re-instated for the secqnd 
semester of the 1971-1972 school year were required to attend these 
group counseling sessions, Their meeting of this requirement was a 
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cond:i,tion of their re-instateme'Q.t ·and continued enrol*nt. ·. The- · 
investigator served as leader of th~r gro4p counsel;Lng sesa:ions and 
att:etnpt·ed ·to develop the kind of relatfonship between h:i,mse.U and. the 
students that would be conducive to effective group co4nseling. At.the 
same time the inves.tigator was responsible for the· enforcement of the 
requirement that re-instated students attend the group counseling 
sessions. The investigator perceived these two roles as being 
contradictory. 
There were 56 students who were involved in the experimental 
group at the beginning of t~e semester. There were tep of these 
students whose scores were not utilized.in the computations. These ten 
students are accounted for as follows, Four students who wet"e 
re-instated for the second semester, 1971.;.1972, enrolled for less than 
12 houJ:'S• Dr. Dan Wesley, Head of Student Personnel Servic;:es of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, t>equested that these four students be. 
included. in the. group c.ounseling experience alth,,ugh they could not· be 
:!,ncluded in the experimental group. Three students who.were. meeting the 
requirements for inclusion in the experimental- group withqr.ew from the 
University during the. semester. Two' students who met the criteria for 
inclusion in the experimental group enrolled late in the semester and 
did not meet the attendance reqµirement of attending a mi.niµium of ten 
group counseling sessions, One student met the crite~ia for 
re-instatement. in the University and was enrolled at the beginning of 
the semester for more than 12 hours, but the inveatigator. was 
unsuccessful ;i.n his·atteinpts to secure this· student's attendance at 10 
group counseling sessions. This student's G.P.A, at the end of t4e 
semester was 0.00. 
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Some of the students in~luded in this investigation did not 
complete· all the assignments pf some of the courses i,n which they were 
enrolled. Table V and Table VI provide information about the 
incomplete grades of students· in both the control and experimental 
groups. Incomplete grades of students in both the control group and the 
experimental group were treated in exactly the same way, that way being 
the way that all incomplete grades in the College of Arts and Sciences 
at Oklahoma State University are treated. The G,P.A. for the semester 
in whieh a student receives a grade of incomplete is computed by 
dividing· the grade points earned by the number of hours of credit 
earned· during that semester. Since a student does not receive grade 
points: nor earn credit hours in any cou+se for which he receives a 
grade of incomplete, the number of credit hours that would have been 
earned· if a passing letter grade had been received does not enter into 
the computation of the grade point average for that semester. Of course 
the student must, at some later date, complete all of the assignments 
which were uncpmpleted at the end of the semester, or the student will 
recei v.e a grade of 'F ' for the course, but whether he does in fact 
complete all of the assignments or n<;>t has no bearing on.his G.P.A. for 
the semester in which he received a grade of 'I'. 
Table VII provides a;'~eakdown of the stu,denti;ui;~d in this 
inves.tiga.tion by class and sex. The students included in Table VII. in 
the experimental group met all the requirements for inclusion in this 
group. The Fishe:t' Exaat Pr>obabiZity Test was used to determine if there 
are significant differences in the numbel;'s that appear in Table VII. 
The Fisher Exact ProbabiZity Test was used instead of a x2 because the 
2 x 2 contingency table which would be constructed would have two of 
TABLE V 
STUDENTS RECEIVING INCOMPLETE GRADES 
CONTROL GROUP 
Student I Course Nlimber and Course Title 
Numoer 
2 GEOL 2363 Elementary Petroloty 
21 ED PSY 4223 Educational Psychelggy 
Requirements to Remove.Incomplete 
Make up two exams. 
(A) turn in the final paper by the oificial end of 
the su~e~on~ 197l or (:S) enroll again in Ed 
Psy ~223 in the next 12 months. 
22 J HmfAN 3050 Humanities of Non-Western Culture! Turn in Paper I and Paper II. 
24 HIST :3933 Medieval History 
24 EDUC 2113 School.In American Society 
40 HUMAN 2224 Humanities of Western Culture 
Must take final. 
Research material with m.inimum of 10 books from 
class bibliography ased as resource material. 
Critique the play. 
46 I BOT 3114 Principles of Plant Identification f Must submit required collection of 50 plants. 
47 POL SC 2013 American Government Take Final Examination. 
52 RADTV 3101 Station Participation Student must complete all laboratory assignments. 
V1 
\.0 
.TABLE VI 
STUDENTS .RECETVING INCOMPLETE GRADES 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Student j Course Number and Course Title 
Number 
Requirements to Remove Incomplete 
7 
8 
17 
28 
33 
35 
42 
52 
54 
54 
ENTO 3554 Inset t ·. Biolbgy &·Classification . ! The 11!" grade will be removed when ....... completes the 
PSYCH 3743 Social Psychology . 
EDf SY 3113 Psychologital Foundations of 
ChH.dhood 
ZOOL 2204 General Zoology. 
ENGL 3493 Literai::y Aspects of the 
King James Bible 
CHEM 3015 Introductory Organic Chemistry 
ENGL 4023 Structure of the English 
Language 
ENGL 1113 Freshman Composition 
JB 3101 Radio-TV-Film Laboratory 
.exams missed due to illness. 
Needs to complete project. 
Repeat entire course over at earliest convenience. 
Must take Exam 2 and ccomplete lab work. 
•••••• has yet to hand in his term paper .. 
Remove I by taking last·half of lab work. 
Do tests 3 and 4, Deep Structure Analysis and 
Report of Observations. 
Must audit 1113 and do classwork for grade before 
taking 13 23 . 
Must complete project. 
SOC 4433 Social Ecology and Life Processesi Take two exams. 
a.. 
0 
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four cells: with e:ltpected f'.l;"equenc;tes of 1es$ than 5, Siegel (1956) 
recommends that·the x2 not be used in situat:i,on$ similar to the above 
described s:Ltuation, The use of this statieltic indicated that; the 
male-female composition of sophomore!? in the experimental group is not 
significantly different from the male-female composition of sophomores 
in the control group. The same is true hr the male..,.female c;.omposition 
of both juniors and seniors of the exper:Lmental group when compared to 
the male-female composition of juniors and seniors of the control 
group. 
TABL~ VII 
CLASSIFICATION AND SEX OF STUDENTS IN STUDY 
Control Experimental Fisher Exact 
Male· Female Male Female Probability Test 
Values 
Sophomore.$ 20 2 12 5 p 
"' 
0.186* 
Juniors 16 3 11 1 p = 0.738* 
Seniors 13 1 14 3 p = 0.604* 
*Thes.e values are far above.the Q.05 level, therefore we 
conclude that the male...:f enU:!.le composit:i,on of the three 
classes. in.. the. control ..P;roup is. not signifiqantly different 
from, the male-female composition of the three classes'in the 
experimental group. 
Table VIII is a x2 used to detel;'mine if there is a significant 
difference in the male.-female composition of the.total e:x;perimental 
group when compared with the male-female composition of the Total 
control group. Table VlII demonstrates that, in terms of total numbers 
of people involved, there are no significant differences between the 
control and experimental groups. 
TABLE VIII 
x2 COMPARISON OF MALE-FEMALE COMPOS!i'!ON OF TOTAL N 
ContJ::'ol M 
Group Expected F'J:'equency 
46.831 
Observed Frequ~ncy 
49 
Experimental Expected Frequency 
Group 
39,168 
Observed Frequ.e:n,cy 
37 
86 
df = (r~l) (K-1) = ], 
x2 = L694* 
F 
Expiacted Frequency 
8.168 
Observed :Frequency 
6 
Expected Frequency 
6.831 
Obi;e:i;ved Freq~ep.cy 
9 
],5 
*With one degree of freedom, the x2 value must be iaqual to or 
greater than 3.,84 for there to be a significant difference at 
the .05 level of significance, 
Table IX is a x2 used to detennine if there is a significant 
difference in the sophomore - junior - seni?~ qqmposition of the 
control group when compared with the sophomore - junior - senior 
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46 
101 
composition of the experimental group. Table ;qc. demonstrates that 
the two groups are not significantly different from each other in the 
proportion of any one class to the whole. 
.TABLE·IX 
x2 GOMPARJ:SQN OF SOPROMOR!;;.JUNIOR-S$NIOR 
GOMPOSIT!ON.OF 'rOTAL N 
Sophomores· Juniors Seniors 
Control Expected Expected EJ1;pec t;ed 
Gr<:>up Freq1,lency Frequency Frequency 
21.237 16.881 16.881 
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Obf;lerved ObsE111ved Obse;rved 
;Frequency Frequency Jrrequency 
22 1,9 14 
Experimental E:l!,:pected. Exp~cted Expected 
Group Frequency FrequeIJ.cY Frequency 
17.762 14 .;1..18 14.118 
46 
.,,..r 
, . •: ~c~a~.~1)',:i,it.~d ·'"' -' ;·~ '··•·®D'l!Ni!l;''V.a .,,- ·· Ob~reryed· 
Frequency Frequency Frequency 
17 12 17 
39 ;31 31 101 
df = (r-1) (K-1) = 2 
x2 = 1. 695* 
*With .two degr.ees of fre.edoIJl, the x2 val\le must be equal to 
or great:e.r than. 5 .. 99 fo;r there to be a signi:ficant difference. 
at the .05 level of significance. 
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Table X compares· other· variables of tl:l.e control and experimental 
groups at the beginning of the study. ';rhe selection of these variables 
does not preclude· the possibi;l..ity that other fac1!0>rs might have an 
effect upon G.P.A. The variables selected for comparison are 
- - . .. - - ~ TABLJ;!: X 
COMPARISONS OF CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS-ON VARIABLES OF ACCUMULATIVE G.P.A • ., 
ACCUMULATIVE HOURS ATTEMPTED, AND ACT SCORES 
Control Group 
Experimental Group 
Control Group 
Experimental Gr.oup 
Control Group 
Experimen~al Group 
Number of 
Students 
55 
46 
55 
46 
37 
36 
Mean Standard 
Deviation 
- ·· - -·- - - - · Ac.cillilUli.t.ive G.P,.A. 
1.644 
1.684 
0.287 
-0.297 
kt:iuRQiative Hours Attempted 
77.236 
8-7 .282 
21.297 
20.972 
27,.692 
37.954 
ACT S-cores 
4.122 
4.088 
Standard 
Error 
0.039 
0.044 
3.734 
5.59-6 
0.678 
0,.. 6-Sl 
'T' 
Value* 
-0.:69** 
-1.53** 
0.34--** 
*'T' values reported derived from pooled variance estimate. Retro check showed homogeneous 
variance not significant (.01) for all comparisons. 
**'T" values.obtained not significant at l:he .05 level. 
°' ~
accunwla.t:ive G. P.A., tota:J. number of hou;rs · at.t~pt!ed before the study, 
and ACT scores. 
A measure of a.cadem;i.c perfo-rtnatrce h'om the beg;i.nning of the 
studen.t' s college career unt:il the time of inclu.sion in the 
in:\7estiga!:ion was considered to be atr appropriate variable. 
A~cordingly the accumulative G.P.A. was utilized as a comparison 
variable. . The mean accuinula ti ve G. P.A. of the control group was 1. 644. 
The mean accumulative G. P.A. of the e:xperimental, group was 1. 684. The 
mean accumulative G.P,A. of the experimental group was therefore found 
to be four one hundredths (0.04) of a letter grade higher than the 
mean accumulative G.P.A, of the control group, When a T test was used 
to determine if this difference between these two means was significant, 
it was found that th;i,s differencta was not s;i.gnifiaa.p.t at the .05 
level. 
Another. variable which· was con13idered to be appropriate to the 
purpose of this invest:igation was the amount of experience these 
people had. had as college st\.l.dents earning college credit. The number 
of college credit hours attempted was accepted as a measure of the 
amount of e;xpe'rience a person had had·as a college student earning 
college credit. It was found that the mean number of hours attempted 
by students in the control group was 77,2364 and the mean number of 
hou.rs attempted by students in the experimental group was 87.2826. If 
all students.in both'groups had l;"eceived passing grad,es for an courses 
attempted, and if 120 hours of credit is required to earn a degree, 
students in the·control groµp wciuld be.classified as second semester 
juniors, having 2.2364 hours of credit mare than the minimum required 
for this classification and students ;in the experimental group would 
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also be classified as second semester juniors, being 2.7174 hours short 
of the minimumu, number of hou~s required to be classified as first 
semester seniors. The difference between the control group mean of the 
77.2364 and the experimental group mean of 87.2~26 is 10.0462 hours. 
When a T test was used to determine if this difference between these two 
means was significant it was f9u,nd that this difference was not 
significant at the .05 level. Complete information was available on all 
students for making the accumulative G.P~A. and the total number of 
hours attempted comparisons. 
The third variable se.1,ected was the capab:i,l,;i.ty of these people to 
do college work. ACT scores were acc~pted as a measure of their 
capability or capacity. Complete information was not available for 
making the comparison between ACT scores of th.e contro;L and 
experimental groups. Students whq enroll a~ Oklahoma State University 
as first semester freshmen are required to present ACT scores at the 
time of their enrollment. Studen~s who transfer tP Oklahoma State are 
allowed to transfer to Oklahoma $tate University without ACT scores if 
their college grades are satisfactory at the time of transfer. As a 
result of this policy, there were students in both the control group and 
the experimental group for whom ACT i;;cores were not .;available. Using 
the ACT scores that were available, this third cqmparison was made. The 
mean ACT score of students in the control group was 21.2973. The mean 
ACT score of students in the experimental group was 20.9722. The 
difference between these two means is 0.3251. When a T te::it was used to 
determine if this difference betwe(:m these two means was sign:i,ficant, it 
was found that this difference wai;; not significant at the ·.os level. 
In terms of the quality of college work done, in terms of the 
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quantity of college work att;:empted, and in terms of capacity to do 
college work, these two groups, d;t;"awn from the same population:t were no.t 
significantly different from each other. This information is summarized 
in Table X.. 
Measurement 
In order to ol;>tain a CO!.I\prehensive measure of the various aspects 
of personality two instrl,l.ments were used. These two instruments were: 
The Catif9rnia PsyahoZogiaaZ Inventory and The Tennessee SeZf Conaept 
SaaZe. These instruments measure personality traits of normal people. 
The Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes was also used. 
The CaUfornia PsyahoZogiaaZ Inwmtory (CPI) was developed by 
Harrison: G.. Gough (l.957) to provide brief, accul'.'ate, and dependable 
subscales for. the identification and measurement of personality 
characteristics important for normal peopJ,e, Each scale is intended to 
cover one impot"tant facet of interpersonal psychology, and the total set 
of 18 is in.i.~n¢led to provide a comptehensive $Urvey of an individual 
from a social interaction point: of view. A complete listing of the 
names of the scales and the abbreviation of each scale will be found in 
Appendix B. 
One of the reasons for fue selection of The California PsyahoZogiaaZ 
Inventory was its widespread use in studies which are somewhat related 
to this study. Studies which have at;:tempt;~d to correlate personality 
traits with academic achievement are representative of studies related 
to this on.e.. The test-retest: reliability and the validity of this 
instrument entered into the decision to select :i,t. Another 
consideration was the ava;ilability of scales to measure traits 
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applicable to this study. 
The CPI Manual reports two test-re-test reliability studies. One 
hundred twenty-five high school girls and 101 high school boys took the 
test as juniors and again one year latet' as seniors. Correlations were 
computed for both girls and boys for each of the 18 subscales. 'l;his 
yielded a total of 18 correlations. Of these, the highest was .77 
(intellectual efficiency, girls) an,d the lowest .38 (communality, boys). 
In addition .to. these two correlations there were ,10 that were • 70 or 
above, 19 that were .60 or above, 2 that were .50 or above, and 3 that 
were .40 or al;>ove. The other stugy utilized 200 prison mal.es who took 
the test twice with a lapse of from 7 to 21 days betwe,en testings. 
These 18 correlations ranged from ,87 (toleran~e) to .49 (flexibility) 
with 9 additional correlations that were .80 or above, 5 that were .70 
or a,bove, and 2 that were .50 or above. 
The manual contains a more than adequate disCIJ:ssion of validity. 
Each of. the. 18 scales is considered sepl'tratel,y. Frequently a CPI 
subscalemean of the scores of people indepe.ndently judged to be high on 
a trait was compared to the subscale mean of the scores of people 
independently judged to be low on a t:;rait and the difference between 
these means was found to be significant at the ,01 level, Q sorting was 
also used, as were correlations of CPI scores with scores from other. 
instruments .. In a discussion which has been condensed, with every 
superfluous word eliminated, but which nevertheless continues for five 
pages, an abundance of material supports the validity of the CPI. 
The scales considered by the author to be appropriate to this study 
were: Dominance (Do), Capacity for status (Cs), Sociability (Sy), 
Social presence (Sp), Self-acceptance (Sa), Responsibility (Re), 
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Socialization .(So), Tolerance (To), Achievement via conf9rmance (Ac), 
Achievement vi.a independence (A:i), and Intellectual efficiency (Ie). 
These scales were chosen because they measure traits which are 
apparently connected with over and underachievement. Taylor (1964), 
after reviewing 39 studies, suggests seven traits which he believed to 
be associated with over and underachievement. Several of the above 
mentioned scales measure various aspects of these traits. Seven of the 
11 scales listed were selected after studying Taylor's article. These 
seven scales selected in this manner were also found by Stasser (1970) 
to correlate with academic achievement. Stasser lists 14 CPI scales 
which correlate with academic achievement. Of the remaining seven 
scales listed by Stasser, four were selected because of the strength of 
the co.rrelations shown. There were fpur correlations between capacity 
for status and acadetllic.achievement which were s:l,gn:l.ficant at th,e .01 
level. : Because of these correlations, capacity for status was included. 
Turning to otl:~er scales, there were twp correlations each between three 
other scales and academic achievement which were signi;ficant at the .01 
level. These scales were also added. 
Without additional effort by the author, scores for the other 
scales of this instrument were available. Because of the minimal cost 
and time involved, the author computed correlations for all the scales 
of the instrument to see if any of them shed.any light on the problem 
at hand, 
Attention has been focused upon a possible relationship between 
self-conc.ept. and academic achievement, Investigations have been 
conducted to determine if such a relationship exists. At least six 
studies (Shaw, Edson, and Bell, 1960; Fink, 1962; Brookover, 'l;homas, 
and Paters.on, 1964; Combs, 1964; Gill, 1959; and Kub:i.niec, 1970) 
provide empirical data t;o 1:1upport the idea that;: a relationship does 
exist between self concept and ~cademic.achievement, After rev:lewing 
this information, the decision was made to use an instrument that 
wquld mep.sure self concept. 'I:'he Tennessee Self Conaept Saale (TSCS) 
was selected. 
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Many personality instruments are similar in nature and thet;.efore 
measure the same characteristics. Vincent (1968) compared selected 
scales of the CPI and the TSCS and found these selected scales did not 
correlate at. significant levels, The author the:refore concludes that 
the TSCS will measure characteristics not measured by the CPI, and thus 
provide additional dimensions to the stuc;ly. 
The. TSCS appear1:1 to have gained rather wide acceptance. In the 
reading. of numerous articles, the ,author has felt keenly the limitations 
involved: in summarizing the f ;indings of a gtoup of art::;i.clea when many 
different instruments have been used. Comparisons of studies and 
integration of information from different studies is facilitated when 
recognized instruments are used. 
The. TSCS is a multidimensional description of the self concept. 
It consists of 100 self descriptive statements which the subject uses 
to por.tray. his own picture of himself, Thi$ self adnrinistered scale 
can be. used with subjects age 12 or above who are able to read at sixth 
grade level or above. :U is applicable to the range of psychological 
adjustment from healthy, well adjusted people to psychotic pat;ients, 
The test-retest reliability coefficients for the counselor form 
range is from .75 (Self-criticism) to .92 (Total Positive Self}. The 
highest correlation coefficient (Total Positive Self) was obtained on 
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the. most: important single score.of the Coµn~eling Form. the ~dentity 
correlationwa,s .91, tlie Soe;i.a1 Sel.f correlation wae .90, and all the 
others were i-p. the eighties. lntercorrelat;i.on of Sc.aJ,e Scot'es show the 
major dimensions of self perception are relatively independent of each 
other. 
Validation procedµ'r.'es are of four kinds: (!) content validity, 
(II) disct:imination between groups, (III) correlation with the 
Minnesota Multiphasia PePsonaZity Inventory and the Edwards Personal 
Pref erenae. SaheduZe, and (IV) person,ality cqanges under particµlar 
conditi,ons.. These approaches to validation of the TSCS all suggest that. 
this instrument does measure what it purports to meaeure. 
There are two ways to score and profile the TSCS. The first method 
provides. ip.formation useful in ca\,!.nseling. The second method providee 
information useful in clinica.1 work and for !reseiarch, This 
investigation will utilize the first method of scoring and profiling to 
secure the_informantion useful in counseling. This method yields scores 
in the following areas: 
Physical Self Identity 
Moral~Ethical Self Self Satisfaction 
Personal Self Behavior 
Family Self Self-Criticism 
Social Self Total Positive Self. 
Of· these scores,- the following were selected• The Total _Positive 
Self score was used becaµse it reflected the overall level of self 
esteem.. It. _is comparia.ble to the score of other single. score 
instruments that.measure self concept. All the studies that support 
the idea of a realtionship between academic,achievement and self concept 
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would .support the use of this s~ale. 
Caplin .(1969) found a positive correlation betweeJ:'!. personal/social 
qualities and academic achievement of ,45. This correlation was 
significant at the ,001 level of significance. !he Personal Self Scale 
was therefore chosen for this study. 
Garvey (1970), using the T$CS found that student teachers who are 
rated high tend. to score high on the Personal Self Scale and student 
teachers rated low tend to score low~ Caplin's study (1969), mentioned 
above, provides information which is pertinent to this scale also. In 
view of these findings, the Social Self scale was also included. 
Shaw and Alves (1963) discovered that male achievers and 
underachie:vers are significantly different on self acceptance. A 
careful reading of a discussion of self acceptance (BHls, Vance and 
McLean, 1959) and the descriptions of the scales of the TSCS lead the 
author: to conclude that the TSCS scale that most c_losely approximates 
the s.el,f: ac.ceptance of the Shaw and Alves study is the Self Satisfacti.on 
Scale. 
The Self,....Criticism score is an indication of an individual's 
capacity for self-criticism. High scores generally indicate a normal, 
healthy openess and capacity for self-criticism, while low scores 
indicate defensiveness. If students who have not been doing acceptable 
work ar.e to improve their work, it would appear that changes of some 
kind are going to be necessary. The author postulates that ability to 
recognize. deficiencl.es will enhance the probability of change. If these 
suppositions are correct, the Self-Criticism scale becomes an 
appropriate. s.cale for this study. 
The scales mentioned in the preceeding paragraphs are related to 
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the purpos.e. of this investigation and the use of these scales is 
supported somewhat by the studies which have been cited. These factors 
were important. considerations in the selection of this instrument. 
Without additional effort by the author, scores for the other scales of 
this instrument were avaib.ble. Because of the minimal cost and time 
involved, the author compµted q.o)!relations for all the.scales of this 
instrument to. see if any of them shed any light on the problem at hand, 
These two instruments were used tci provide an assessment of 
personality and self concept of the people who partic~pated in group 
counseling. 
The. Survey. of Study-Habits and Attitudes (SSHA.) was also used in 
this inves~igation. This 100 item self-rating inventory is de$igned te> 
measure a student's scholastic motivation i!J te):'ms of his behavior a~d 
attitudes. It helps to identify habits and attitud,es which may prevent 
students. from taking full. advantage of t.heir educat:l,.onal opportunities. 
The scales of the SS&\ are: 
Study Habits 
DA- - Delay Avoidance 
WM-- Work Methods 
SH - Study Habits Skill 
Study Attitudes 
TA - Teacher Approval 
EA - Educ,a.tiQn Acceptance 
SA - Study Attitudes 
Study Orientation 
so-- Study Orientation 
Three of these scores are obtained by adding together scores from the 
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other 4 scales. 
The suggestions obtained fro~ the ~SHA about;: t;hese hapits and 
attitudes w.ere utilized in planning content for the (;!ounsel:tng sessions. 
The SSHA scores are only moderately correlated .with scholastic · 
apt:i,tude or mental ability, but they a:re s:i,gnificantly related tpc 
academic success. Validity studies correlated grade point averages and 
SSHA scores for 1,756 men and 1,118 women in ten colleges, The 
correlations. for men varied from ,27 to .66 and for women from .26 to 
.65. Across the ten college9.:i,n~Luded in this study the aver~ge 
validity coefficient was .42 for men and .45 for women. ~he American 
CounciZ on Education PsychologioaZ e~amination (ACE)~ a scholastic 
aptitude test, was correlated with the SSHl\. This correlation was low, 
indicating. the SSHA, did not measure scholasti~ aptitude• The SS}JA 
measures. characteristics which are important to academic.success but 
which are not measured by mental abUity tests • 
. The r.eliability of t;he SSHA. iS supported by test .... retest 
administration of the instrument· to 144 freshmen with a four week 
interval. be.tween these administrations, Correlations obtained were: 
Delay: Av:oidance .. 93, Work Methods • 91, Teacher Approval • 88, and 
Education Acc.eptance . 90. Another test; .... retest study of reliability 
involved 51 freshmen and a 14week interval between administrations. 
After .this. 14 week interval the correlations were: Delay Avoidance . 88, 
Work Methods .86, Teacher Approval .83,. and Education Acceptance ,85. 
The. SSHA was.administered first, then the CPX and the TSCS. All 
three of these were given, during the early part of the second semester 
of the 1971-1972 school year. 
Post;..tl'.'eatment measures of those who participated in group 
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counseling were their Grade Point Averages. 
Procedure 
The treatment for the experimental group consisted of structured 
group counseling. After studying the class schedules of students in the 
experimental group, students were assigned to a group that met at a 
time which did not c<bnflict with their classes. Each group had 
approximately 10 students. Enough groups were formed to accomodate the 
students involved in the experimental aspect of the study. 
The first group counseling sessions were held as soon after the 
beginning of the second semester as possible, and continued .for 13 
weeks, except that no sessions were held during the week of midterm 
examinations, Each group met once each week. In view of the research 
cited earlier, the author felt.that an entire semester was required to 
achieve the desired results. 
The length of each gro~p counseling se13sion was one and one half 
hours. ~he author selected this length of time because of the 
possibility of running out of time if only one hour were being used. 
This could happen if the first pal;"t of the hour.w~re used in friendly 
conversation. To prolong the session for more than one hour increases 
the chances that the session will drag toward the end. The author had 
had limit.ed experience with group cou.n~el.ing sessioni:i of one and one 
half hours and ha4 learned to be comfortable with th.is length of time, 
During the group counseling sessions, a continuous effort was made 
to maintain a relaxed and open atmosphere. 
The first actiyity involved a discussion of the Broown-Holtzman 
Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes. In the discussion of this 
instrument, an attempt was made to help the students understand the 
meaning and significance of various scores aµd to pinpoint their 
strengths and weaknesses. 
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Group members spent a considerable amoudt of time criticizing 
numerous aspects of university life. They were saying, in effect, it is 
not our fault that we are in this group. After considerable discussion 
of these things, some of the group members were able to realize what was 
really being said, and they were able to confront the other members 
with this information. 
The benefits of budgeting ti~e were considered. Several of the 
group members told about their past experiences with time budgets. An 
effort was made to show that some of these previous attempts tq budget 
time were unrealistic, Group members were not required to submit time 
budgets, but it was suggested that they begin to plan their activities 
instead of doing each moment what they wanted to do during that moment. 
At later sessions, several of the students reported some.success in 
planning their study time. 
The SQ3R study met.hod was introduced and explained. The five 
things which a person does when using the SQ3R method are: 
(1) Survey the material by noting the chapter title, glancing 
over the main headings of the chapter, and by reading the 
final sunnnary paragraph. 
(2) Change the first main beading into a Question. 
(3) Actively search for the answer to this question while 
Reading the first main division. 
(4) Having read the first division, look away from the book and 
briefly Recite the answer to your question and jot down key 
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words to serve as cues to this answer, Repeat steps 2, 3, and 
4.with each auccessive 1llain div;i.sion, 
(5) When all the divisions have been rea4, Rev;tew tQ.e notes taken 
as a part of step 4, and, after covering them, Review the 
major subpoints of eaeh main division. 
A considerable amount of time was spent discussing student-
professor conferences. It would appear that the first reaction of group 
members to a professor is that he is someone to be avoided. Before the 
group counseling sessions were concluded however, several group members 
had had positive experiences with student-p~ofessor con~erences. 
Specific information about tutoring se~vices was provided. 
Attention was given to stvdying for tests, test taking skills, and 
test anxiety. Material from Robinson's book (1970) was reviewed for 
this purpose. The group facilit~tor commented on strategies which had 
proven helpful to him, Group members also volunteered information. 
The relationship that exists between vocational committment and 
academic success was explored. Students who had not made a firm 
commit.tment to a specific career were told where they could obtain 
occupational and vocational information. The St~ong Vocational Interest 
Blank was administered to all who requested it. The facilitator was 
. 
continuously aware of the stated vocational choice or preference of each 
group member and reference was made to tqis vocation when it was 
relevant. 
Personal problems were discussed at di~f erent times during the . 
' 
course of the group counseling sessions. The problem most frequentlyi 
mentioned involved conflict between the student and his parents, 
Several group members were in the middle of an identity crisis. There 
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were other.miscell,aneous problems which the students ment;ioned from 
time to time • 
Research Methodol,ogy 
The "t" test was used to determine whether.or not thel;'e were 
significant differences between the control, group and the e:x;perimental 
group b.efore members of the e:x;perimental group participated in 
structu;red group counseling. The va;t:"iahles con1?idered were the 
accumulative G.P.A., the accumul,ative number of cl;'.'edit hout;s attempted, 
and ACT scores. The "t" test was also used after members of the 
experimental group participated in structured g~oup counseling to see if 
there were significant differences between the two groups in terms of 
G.P.A. 
McNemar (1962) discusses the use of t;he F, t, anc;l Z tests with t)1e 
kind of data with which this statistic has been used in this 
investigation. His conunent fc:;illows: 
"The crucial question, however, is whether or not t;he 
F, t, or Z tests can, in view of t:qeir dependence on means 
and.variances, be. safely usedw)1en the scale of measurement 
is, as i,s the rule in psychology, somewhere between the 
orai:aal.. and interval scales. The question boils down to 
th'is! Will Fs, ts, and Zs follow their rei:ipective theoretical 
sampling distributions when the underlying scores are not on 
an interval scale? The answer is a firm yes provided the 
score distributions do not markedly depart from tJie normal 
form. Nowhere in thederivationi;i. purporting to show that 
various. ratios.will have. sampling.distributions.which follow 
. either the. F. or. t. or. the normal. distribution. does one find 
. any reference to .. a requirement of equal units. The attaining 
of a!l interval. s.cale. of. measurement, though desirable for some 
reasons., will no.t alter. the risks of type I and type II errors 
when statistical inferences are made." 
A second set of statistical computations utilized the grade point 
averages of students in the experimental group and the scores from the 
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previously administered personality in~trumentst This second 
computation was a correlation designed to reveal the personality traits 
that are associated with diff eren~ial response ta st~uctured group 
counseling. Correlations between scores of the scales from the 
personality instruments and G.P.A. would indicate that there is a 
relationship between these s~ores and G.P,A, when students participate 
in structured group counseling, Gµilford (1965), in his discussion of 
the use of the Pearson Produ~t-Moment Coeffiaient of C9rreZation, says, 
"The mos.t imp.ortant requirement for the leg;i.timate use of the Pearson r 
is that the trend of relationspip between Y and X be rectilinear - in 
other words, a straight line regression." This condition was met in the 
use of this. statistic in this investigation. 
Because sex determined personality differe~ces may be involved, 
one s.et .of correlations was computed using only !=he men's scores. 
Another. s~t of correlations was computed using all scores. Because 
there wer.e only 9 women included in the experimental group, a set of 
correlations using only the women's scores did not appear to be 
appropriate. 
CHA.PTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF RES~TS OBTAINED FROM THE PATA 
Introduction 
This investigation .aeeks to determine if there is a differential 
response in terms of grade point averagea to structured group 
counseling that can be a51sociated w:l.t.h differences in personal,ity, A 
presupposition of this study is that st'JiU.ctu;red group counseling c~n 
imp;rbve. students' grade. point:; averages. In or<:ler to determine if there 
is a rela.tionship between academic success a.nQ. sel.ected personality 
traits when e'tiudents participate ip. struct;uJ:"ed g:i;roup coun~eling, a. 
number o.f students who have achieved at 1,east a modicum of success as 
a result of participation in structured groµp cou~seling ii; necessary, 
This chapt.er will therefo'!ie concern itsd~ with whether or not students 
who have participated in st't'uctured group counsel,ing did improve their 
academic .. performance, and if they did, is it possible at this time to 
identify personality traits which correlate with this i)ll.provement in 
academic performance, i.e., their G.B ,A 1 Chapter IV will deal with the 
hypo.th.es.es. presented in Chap tel; I. Each hypothesis will be t:reated 
separately. 
Findings 
The first hypothesis was concerned with comparing the control 
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group with the experimental group. ~he first hypothesis was stated as 
follows: 
Themean Grade Point Average:of. students in the 
experimental. group will not be significantly different 
for the semester. during. which they participated in : 
structured. group couns.el,ing. front t:J::ie mean. Grac;le Point 
.. Average of stud.ents. in .. the control group for the semei;;ter 
during wh;Lch they served as the c:crrv.:rol group. 
Comparisons were made of these two groups before and after members 
of the experimental group participated in structured group coun13eling. 
The comparisons that were made before members of the experimental group 
participated in structured group counseling were considered in Chapte~ 
III. This chapter will consider the comparisons that were made after 
both g.roups had completed an additional semester as stu~ents at 
Oklahoma.State Universit;y-, during which semestel:' the members of the 
experimental group participated in structured group counsel;Lng. An 
examination of the grades students earned during ~his additional 
semester showed that 60% of the stl,ldents in the experimental group 
earned a . .G .•. P .A. of 2. 00 or above, To achieve this percentage, 28 of 46 
students. earned a. G .P .A, of 2. 00 or above. Forty percent of the 
students. in the control group e13.rned a G.P.A. of 2,00 or above. To 
achieve .this percentage, 22 of 55 students earned a G.p.A. of 2.00 or 
above. 
'.!:able XI summariZes t;hecompal;'isons of t~e academic performance of 
the two groups. The mean G.P.A, of students in the experimental group 
for the . .semester during wh:Lch they participated in structured group 
couni;;eling was 1.9783. The median G.P.A. was 2.105. The mean G.P.A. 
of students in the control group for the semester during which they 
served as a control group was 1.6422. The median G.P.A, was 1.75. The 
TABLE; XI 
COMPARISON. OF G .• P .A. EARNED BY STUJ;>ENTS DURING THE SEMESTER. OF THE STUDY 
Number of Mean Standard Standard 
Students G.P.A. Deviation Error 
Experimental Group 46 1.9783 0.893 0.132 
Control Group 55 - -- 1.6422 o. 770 0.104 
*'T-,, values r'e,pDrted derived from pooled vari.ance estimate. Hetro check showed homogeneous 
variance 'F' test results not signi1:icant (.01). 
~* Significant at the .05 level. 
tr' 
va-iue* 
2 .. 03** 
00 
N 
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difference between these two meana is in the desired direction. The 
mean G.P.A. of the experimental group is ~igher th~n the mean G.P,A. 
of the control group. '!'he value obtained from the computation of a "t" 
test using the means of these two groups was 2.03. This value indicated 
that these two groups are significantly different from each other at the 
• 05 level of' confidence, 'J;'he first: hypothesis is therefore rejected, 
The first hypothesis says that the mean G,P.A. of the experimental group 
will not be significantly different from the mean G~P,A. of the control 
group. An examination of Table XI will show that the mean G.P.A. of the 
experimental group is higher than ~he mean G.P.A. of the control group 
and the "t" value obtained indicates that it: is significrantly higher, 
The se.cond hypothesis was conc~ri;ie~ with whether or not there was 
a relationship between gain in G.P.A. and personality traits qf stud.ents 
who participate in struertured groqp 'rot,1-nselri.ng. Th~ second hypothesis 
follows: 
No significant correlations between t:he Grade Point 
Averages.of students in the experimental group and their 
scores on. any. of the scales of the CaUfornia PsychoZogiaai 
Inventory or the Tennessee SeZf Concept Saale will be found. 
Gorrelation coefficients were computed between the G.P,A. of 
students in the experimental group and thei:r scorei=i on thE;i CPJ; and 
TSCS. · 
Table.XII gives the correlation coef£icients obtained when the 
scorea of tha CPI were correlated with the G.P.4, of students in the 
experimental group. The second hypothesis is accepted for the following 
scales: 
TABLE XII 
CORR.ELATJ;ON CJOEFF:tCIEN'.(.'S. OBTAINED. WHEN CALIFORNIA PSYCHOLOGICAL 
INVENTORY SCORES ANP. G.P .. A. OF STUDENTS IN THE 
EXPERIMENTAL GRDUP:A.RE CORRELATED 1 
(Pea~son PT'oduot Moment) 
Scale Name 
Dominance 
Capa.city for Status 
Sociability 
Social Presence 
Self-a.cceptanc~ 
Sense of Well-b~ing 
Responsibility 
Socialization 
Self-control 
Tolerance 
Good Impression 
Communality 
Achievement Via Conformance 
Achievement Via In4ependence 
Intellectual Efficiency 
Psychological'.""Mindedness 
Flexibility 
Femininity 
Total N of 46 df 
Males Only N of 37 df 
* = 
Significant at the 
** = Significant; at the 
Male & Female 
N = 46 
0.091 
0.094 
0.138 
-0,158 
0,;l.83 
-0.174 
0.139 
-0,012 
0.124 
-0.021 
0.012 
0.295* 
0.192 
-0.207 
-0.005 
.-Q.070 
-0.472** 
O~;l.27 
= 44 
35 
.05 level 
.01 level 
1Popham, Table D, page396, (1967). 
Males Only 
N = 37 
0.041 
-0.105 
0.278 
-0.139 
0.058 
-0,047 
0.048 
0.074 
0.094 
...,o. 008 
0.011 
0.419** 
0.256 
-0.219 
0.059 
-0.017 
-0.520** 
0.048 
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Dominance 
Capacity for S~atus 
Soqiahilit:y 
Social Presence 
Self-accept;anc;re 
Sense of Well~being 
Responsibility 
Social bat ion 
se1:e ... ~ontrql 
Tol~ranee 
Good Imp;ress;lc;m 
Aebievement Via Conf 01'111,anee 
Achievement Via Independence 
Inteliectual Ef f icieney 
Psyqhological~min,dness 
Feµi:l.nimity, 
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The. second hypothesis is rejected for two ~eales: CoI!lln~nality and 
Flexibility, The correlation between Comm,unalHy an,d G.P,A, ;S.s 
significant at the .05 level of significance for the total group ,and at 
the .01 level of signific~nce for males~ The eorr~lation between 
Flexibility. and G PP .A. is ,a n~gat;l..ve cot::i;elat:l.ori. sign;i.f :i..ca?),t at;. the • 01 
level of signitica\'l.C~ for both the total group i;i.nd for nu;J.les. This 
negative. correlation is ~o.si for ~ies, tije highest co~relati~n 
obtained in. t~is investigation" 
ln .Chaptel' . III, on page ()8, personal], t;y t:rai ts whic4 have been 
found to correlate with G.p.A. were identified, These traits were: 
Dominance (Do), Capacity foi status (Cs), Sociability (Sy), Socia+ 
presence (Sp), Self.-acceptanee (Sa), Respoi;isibility (Re), 
Socialization (So), Tolerance (To), Ach:f.evell'lent via confo+mance (Ac),. 
Achievement via independence (Ai), ati.d tntel,leetual eft'ieiency (le)~ 
The author expected these same traits to eo:i;;r~l,ate with G.P.A •. in this 
inves.tigation •. Such was riot the case. The uniqueness of the population, 
may accoui;i.t for the fact that none of the ahove named traits ~orrelated 
with G.P.~. at sign:i,ficant levels. 
Table X!ll gives the GOrrelation coefficients obtained when scores 
TABLE X:UI 
. CORRELATJ;Ol'i COEFFICIENTS DBTA.'.J;NED ,WREN TENNESSEE 
. SELF CONCEPT SCALE SGOR,ES ANP G. p . A. OF 
STUDENTS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Scale Name 
Distribution 
Self Criticism 
Identity 
Self Satisfaction 
Behavior 
Physical Self 
Moral-Ethical Self 
Personal Self 
Family Self 
Social Self 
Row Variability 
Column. Variability 
Total Variability 
Total Self Concept 
Total N of. 46 
Males Only N of 37 
ARE CORRELATED+ 
(Pearson P:t'oduct Moment) 
Males \it Females 
N ;= 46 
0,158 
0.131 
0,178 
0.209 
0.357* 
0,405** 
0.249 
0.159 
0.292* 
0.150 
-0.204 
-0.003 
-0.111 
0.349* 
df = 44 
dJ = 35 
* =· Slg±iifi:Cant: at·· t'fie • 05 level · 
** =. S.ign;ificaht · at:· the . 01 level 
.. ' 
1Popham, Table D, page 396, (1967). 
.. 
Mal.es Only 
N = 37 
0.166 
0.138 
0.207 
0.325* 
0.447** 
0.490** 
0.285 
0.271 
0.47l** 
0.162 
-0.301 
-0.072 
-0.211 
0.451** 
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of the:l'SCSwere cQrrdated'with tl:Jie G~P.A. of stud.ent111 in.the 
experimental group. The secpnd hypothesis ~s ae~fpted fer the following 
scales: 
l'he· 
Distribution 
Self.:..CtiticiSm 
Ident,.ity 
seco:na· hypothesis· 
· Self· Satisfaction 
Behavior 
Physical Self 
Motai.:..Ethical 
Personal. Self 
Social, Sel:I; 
is rejecte4 for 
Self R.ow Varitilbility 
Column Variability 
~ota], Variability 
the fo;Llowing scales: 
'Fami;Ly Self 
'I;otal Self Concept .• 
The cQ:rr.ela.t:i,.on betweeJ;l Self Sat:f.sfaction an,d G.P.A,. is not 
signifiq.ant for t~e total, groqp put is s~gnificaut at the .05 level for 
males... The correlation betweell, Behavior, family Sel:f, and Total Self 
Concept andG.P.A. is sli,gn;i;ficant'at the ,0,5 level for the tc;>tal group 
and at. the ... OJ, level for ma,les oi:ily. The· cl'r:irelatiop. l:>etween Physical 
Self and,. G .. P .• A. is s;ignificant at the . 01 J.evel of significance for both 
the toUl.l- group and·forthe·mal,e~ only grG>up, 
It app~s that there arecert:ail;l perl;!on,a.lity traits that.are· 
ass:Oci.at:ed. with improv·¢ment· in ac~deli),ic peiifor~nce when EitU.dents who 
have. had .. academic difficulties pattici~ate in strµctul;'ed gioup 
counseling.. . If th,i1;i" c'oncl.v.aion is s4bstan~iated by further 
invea.tigation., identification of Eitudents who c~n prof:(.t f;i;om struq.tured 
group eouns.eli,n,g can be facilita~ed • 
. It. is .. in.t.eresting to note that in every ;tnstance. where a 
sign:lf.i.cant correlation is found, the conrelation for the males is 
higher. than. tha correlation f9-r the total grol,lp. It would appear that 
the s.tr.ength of the relo!ltionship betw~en the!"e traits and G~P.A. is 
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greater .for males than it :i,s for females bec:.ause the addition of the 
scores .of. 9. f.emales lowers the c:.orrelat;lon. A sex difference seems to 
be operating, 
An a.ttemp.t was. made t0 determine whether or not there is a 
curvilinear relation between G.P.A. and CPJ; and TSCS scores of students 
in the experimental group, Because of the m1.ture of the statistic 
involved and because of the relative1y smal;t N, etas that were 
spuri.ously. high were found~ This cqp.clusion was reached after 
consideration was given t.o a statement by Guilford (1965). 
". ! .as the number of classes is in~reased, the means 
of the. classes become less stable, and as they fluctuate 
more, chance errors become more·irnportant in inflating eta. 
The limiting case.wc:iul.d be classes. ~o small that there was 
only one observaticm. per class (ass1,uniµg no. dup].:i,cat;e 
measures; on. X),. in. which case the vq.:dance in the columns 
would be just as. great.as tli.eoverall 111ariance in Y, and eta 
would equal .1, .• 00 , • • Very small saltlp!es would be unsuitable 
for the CQQ\p~tion of eta at alL With large samples (100 
and above) it is , , , " 
In view of the in$e!"ma;tion. c.Cn,tain~d. in the above quotation, the attempt. 
to discover whether or not a curvil:lnear relation e:x:ist13 wafi abandoned. 
. CHAPTER V 
S~Y A.NP CONCLUSIONS 
Review of- the Stuqy 
The. dx.op.o.ut. phen~menon ha~ b"een 1:;he. su,bj ect ot a great many 
articles. anc;i of. severs:!. books, Alner.:ipan edueatots at.both ~he h:f.gh 
school and.college levels have been c;o!l;lcetn~d with th1,s problem. When 
colleg.e. le.vel . .educators hav~ attempt;ed to find out why so lll.any students 
withdraw. from.college. they have found ~l:la.t there a?;e many reasons for 
withdrawing from college, and 'th~t these reaso:ns are frequently 
interr.elated, So:ine st;udents withdraw ftom college becauee of 
un,satisfactt!lry academ;l.c pe~fl!>'X'lll.EJ.nce, o~hers w';lthd.raw hom eollege for 
reasons whichare.µnrelated to academ;l.c perfo~a.nce; 
This. dissertation r.epol:'ts the results Qf an :f.nve,,tig41tion designed 
to identify. p~~sonality traits whi~h are a~soa:f,ated with improvement of 
academ:f.c.,:performance of students when tqese studente participate in 
struc.tur.ed. gr.oup. c.ounseling. Wh:tle gro-up cqul').seli.ng has not been 
univ.ex.sally successful, einoµgh success qas heell achieved to mer;l.t 
further.efforts to_ improve the proc.eE1dure for selecting the students 
who are to receive this help. This study is based upon the premise 
that. different students w;U.t react different;l.y f;o the same treatment, 
.and that the difference in the way students reaqt; to treatment is a 
function of the differences in their personalitie.s. The review of the 
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litera.ture-established the fa(lt·that the:.re a;re pe'l,'.'sop.alit;y traits which 
are associated with academic Siuccess. The purpose of this study was to 
ident;i.fy. personality traits which correlate w:i.th improvement in academic 
performance.when f;itudents participate in structured group counseling. 
O:q.e.hundred and one· students.in the Coll,ege of Arts and Sciences 
at Oklahoma.State University who ba<l beep. suspende<l for academic 
deficiency.and.who hadrequested re-instatement were used as subjects 
in this. inv.es.tigation. Fifty;.,.five students wb,o were re-instated for the 
second semester. of the 1970-1971 scho9l year were utilized ai:; the , 
control- group. For.ty.;...six students who were re"'.'in!:itated for the second 
semester o.f th.e 1971~1972 school year were used as tJ;ie experimental 
group .•.. All. students in boj:h tl;ie . eontr01, a]ld exper;lmental gro-ups met 
the same ;requ.;i.rement;s for inclusic;m in the 51t-udy. Gomparisons were 
made be.tween. the control and experimetit~l greq,ps at the beginning of 
the study to determine if tqere were signifi<:;a1;1.t d,i.fferenq.es between 
these tw.o. gro.up.s. The. fint comparisons were made to see i.f thelie were 
di.ff erences in the e.ompositi.on of the groups. The Fisher Exaat 
"ProbabiU.ty. Test was used to demonstrate j::hat the m~le-f emale 
compositi.on. o.f.. s.ophomor.e. st;udent~ in. the control group was not 
significa.ntl,y different from the ma.le-female composition of sophomore 
st-uden.ts in. the experimental g:r;oup, and that the i;a;me. statement; can be 
made o.f .. the male-female compos:i,tion of j-uniors c,;1.nd sep.iors when the 
same compar;!.i;op. is made. The x2 test was -used to demonstrate that the 
male,.-fem.ale composit;i.on c;:i;f the total pop-ulation of the G-ontt'ol gro-up 
was. not. .. significantly different from the male-female composition of the 
total population of the experimental gro-up .. The x2 test was also used 
to demonstrate that the sophomore.,..juniot~senior composition of the 
control group.was not significantly. different· from the sophomore-
junior-senior. c9mposition· of t:he experimet1tal group. 
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Perhaps.more important comparisons.than those involving numbers of 
students in the different classificaticms are compar;isons which are 
more closely. related to G.:r.A. ·Accordingly the following variables 
were sel.ec.t.ed: accumulative G .P.A., total number of hours attempted 
before the study, and ACT scores. When these three variables were 
used .to. com.pare the control group with the experimental group, it was 
found tha.t . .the control group was not signifiqantl,y different from the 
exper~mental gro~p at the .OS level of confidence, This statement is 
true of all three variables. 
Sununarizing. then, it can be said that the eon'(;rol and 
experimental gr.oups were not. signif;i.cantly different from each other in 
terms. of Dtt!lle-fe111ale composition, in terms of co~lege classification 
compos.it:ion., in terms of the quality of college work done, in terms of 
the quan.t.i.ty of. college work attempted, and in terms of c$pacity to do 
college work at the beginning of. the investigation. 
In order to obtain a comprehensive measure of the various aspects 
of pers.oD;ali.ty two instruments were used, These two instruments 
were: The. Ca.Zifornia PsychoZogicaZ Invento11y and The Tennessee SeZf 
Concept. Seale.. These two instruments measmre personality traits of 
normal.people. These instruments were administered at the beginning 
of the study • 
.. _ Af.ter. testing,·· studen.ts in the experimental group were assigned 
to group c.ounseling groups. This assignment was made ~olely on the 
basis .. of avoiding conflicts with the' individual student's class 
schedule. Each group had approximi:i.tely 10 stu4ents. Atte:p.dance at 
group .. couns.eling sessions was compulsory. The first group counseling 
sessio.ns. were. held as soon after t:he begin:q.;lng qf the second semester 
as possible. Each group met for 90 minutes once each week for 13 
weeks. 
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During. the group· counseling sessicms, a continuous effort was made 
to maintain a. relaxed and open atmosphere. The first activity involved 
a discussion of. Brown-Ho.Ztzman Survey of Study Habit$ and Attitudes 
scores. During ~his discussion students were given the opportunity to 
examine the. strengths and weaknesses of t;he'ft" study habits and 
attitudes. During thii;; same time period there was. considerable 
criticism of various aspects of the University. Sbme of the group 
members.were able to recognize th.e criticism of the University as a way 
of saying., lt is not our fault that we are here, and cop.ft;ont the 
other members with this information. The henefits of budge.ting time 
were considered. l'he SQ3R study method was iµtroduced and explained, 
Attention. was given to studying fQr tests, .test an:dety, and test taking 
skills. The. relationship that exi(3ts between vocational committment 
and ac;ademic. success was explored. Student-professor relationships 
were discussed. Personal· problems· of various kinds were considered. 
Senne of. the .. s_tud.ents were involved in a ~onflict with their parents, a 
few wer.e .. in the middle of an identity· crisis, and othe:rs had personal 
problems of. other kinds . 
. The. facilitator went· to each' grot:w counseling session with a 
tentati:v.e outline of material to be c;onsidered but this outline was not 
followed if any of the students· in the session had other prdblems which 
they wanted. to .. discuss. A permis11dve non-tbreatenip.g atmosphere was 
maintained during the sessions. Interaction was encouraged. 
Candidness.was commended. When conversation drifted the facilitator 
attempted . .to. bring it bacl~ tQ p):'ob1ems with which the students were 
attempti11g to deal. 
Findingsof the Study 
Two hypotheses were tested in this inve$t:l.gatipn. The first 
hypothesis was a null hypothesis used to establish t::he fact that 
students in the experimental group did in fact: improve their academic 
performance while participating in structured group counseling. 
This hypothesis was stated in Chapter I, in Chapter IV, and for 
coµveni.ence sake., again here: 
The mean Grade Point Average of students in the 
experimental groupwill.not besignificantl.y different for 
the semester du:r:t,ng. whicp. t::hey. pa~ticz:i.pated in stru~tured 
group counseling. f.:i;om. the mean Grade Point Average of 
students in. the eontrol groi,ip for the semester during which 
they served as the control. group. 
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The. performance of the two groups was compared at the beginning of 
the investigation. The conclusion drawn from the first comparison was 
that the groups were not significantly different at the beginning of the 
inves.tiga.ti.on., Then both groupi.; continued their education for an 
additional semester. During thi.s additional semester students in the 
experimental groµp part:i,.cipated in structured group counseling while 
students in th,€\ control group did not receive any help other than what 
they might have received from offices on the campus which provicie 
assistance upon request to any student. A compari$on was then made of 
the grades. earned by students in· the two groups during this one 
semester by comparing the mean G.P.A. of the control group with the 
mean G.P.A. of.the experimental group,· The mean G.P.A. of students in 
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the exp.eti.mental group was L 978S. T}leir me·dia.n G. p, A. was 2 .105. The 
mean. G .•. P .• A. of students in the czontrc.:>l group was i, 6422. Their median 
G.P~A.. was. 1.75. The difference petween these two means was found to 
be significant at the .05 1.evel 0f confidence. The first hypothesis is 
therefore rejected. 
The sac..ond hypoth.esfs was cbnce:i;ned with· whether or not there is a 
relationship. between gain in G.P.A. i:i.nd personality tra:its of students 
who parti.cipate in structured group counseling. The second hypothesis 
follows: 
No significant correlations between the Gl!'ade Point 
Averages. of students in. t,he experimental groµp and their 
scores on,, any of the scales of the r;aJifornia PsychoZogioaZ 
Inventory or the Tennessee Se'/,f Concept SoaZe will be found. 
The second hypoth.esi!; is rejected for two scales of the CPI: 
Communality and Flexibility. The correlation between CommunaJ_ity and 
G.P.A. is significant at the ,05 level of sign;i.f:icance for the total 
group and. at the .01 level of significance for males. The correlation 
between. Flexibility and G.P.A. is a negative correlation significant 
at the ., 01. level of significance for path the total group and for males. 
This negative correlation is -.52 for males, the highest correlation 
obtained in this. investigation. 
The .. .second hypothesis is rej acted for the following scales of the 
TSCS: .... S.elfSatisfaction, Behavior, Physical Self, Family Self, and 
Total. Self Concept. Theccrrelatfonbetween Self Satisfaction and G.P.A. 
is no:t; .signifi.cant for the total group· but is significant at. the • 05 
liliWel for males. The correlation between _:$ehavior, Family Se1if, and 
Total Self Concept and G.P.A. is significant at the .05 level for the 
total group and at the .01 level for males only. The correlation 
b.etween Physical. Self and G. P .A,. is sign;if icant at the • 01 level of 
significance for both the tcital group and ~or the nial.es only group, 
Conclusions 
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The pur.p.ose. of this study was· to· determine if there are 
personality traits which a+e associ.ated with academic. achievement when 
students who have had academic· difficulties participate in structured 
group counseling. 
In Chapter IT,· on· page 68, · personality traits which have been 
found to. correla.te with G.P.A. were ident;i;fi~d. Th.ese trC1.its were: 
DominCLnce .(Do), Capacity for status (Cs), Sociab:Uity (Sy), Soci,al 
presence (Sp), Self-acceptance (Sa), Responsi"Qility (Re), 
Socialization .(So), Tolerance ('l'o) , Achievement via conformance (Ac), 
Achiev.ement via independence (A::I,), a:p.d J:ntellectual, efficieney (Ie). 
The author expected these same traits to correlate with G,P.A. in this 
investigation. Such was· not the. case. The uniqueness of the 
populatinn.ma.y:account' for the'fact·thatnone of the above named traits 
correlated. with G. P.A. at significant levels. However, there were 
certain .pe.r.s.onali1;:y traits· that: were associated with improvement in 
· academi£;.. performance when: students who have had academic. difficulties 
participate in structured grol,lp counseling. 
lt. is. interesting to. note· that· in every instance whel;'e a 
significant correlation is found·, the correJ,ation for the males is 
higher .. than th.e correlation for the total· group. The addition of the 
scores of 9 females lowered the· correJ,at:Lon. A sex d:i,fference appeares 
to be operating. 
It appears that the purpose of this study has been served, 
Personality. traits: which· corre1at-e· at· the· • 05 and . 01 level of 
sign:;i,fic;.ance have been identified. 
Implications 
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This . .investigation· supports· the· idea· that there is a differential 
response to group counseli:ng in terms of grade· point averages which 
can be ass.ocia:tedwith personality· traits. If this idea is 
substantiated by further investigat:Lon, it may become possible to use 
scores from the TSCS and the CPI as-one of several cons;i..derations in 
the decision making process involved in the formation of group 
counseling groups of academic.underachievers. The TSCS and the CPI 
would be us.ed to __ identify from among the total number of academic 
underachievers those studep.ts possessing personal.ity traits. which pave 
been shown. to be related to academic acb,ievementwhen the students 
possessing tho.s.e traits participate in structured group counseling. 
While it is impossible to make preQ.ictions about the response of a 
single individual to group counseling, it is logical to assume that a 
group composed primarily of students having the personality traits 
identi.fi.ed by this investigation will improve th.eir mean grade point 
average if .. plac.ed in a structured group counseling group, 
This investiga.tfon should not· be used to establish cr:i..terian for 
selection of. students to be included in academic improvement structured 
group. coun.s.eling groups. Additional di;i.ta must be accumulated before 
it will.he~ possible to usepersonal:l-ty instruments in the formation of 
academic improvement structured group counsel,ing groups •. 
The author_ recommends that· this study be repl,icated and that 
future replications involve a large ~nough N to make possible the 
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comp.utation of~ curvUin~ar· correl.atiQ:p.s. 
In. e.vex~. inst.a,m;t.e .. wheiie ei,g:Q;i.fic;ant'· corl:'eiat;;Lpnf:! we;r:e found, the 
c9rrelation for males·· only' scJ:>res· were· stron~er. than the cQrtelati9ns 
f(:>r the .total group,· ··The· ac;lditi"Qn· of the' scores of nine femal,e st;lJ,c;len1;:s 
weakened' .tlte.~ .:C:Orte'.l.atib!)..S in every· ins·.tance. !his· raises the question 
o'f· a pos.sibla .i;;:ex differ.en~.e: .operating· iJJ. thi~ kind of situation. !he· 
author. tbetefote'recommend.s: that' this· study be· replicated with a feltlale 
populatton· and .that· the· results· of· the' r-aplicat;ion be compar~d with 
this study. to determine if tpere is a· sex difference. 
The .. G .• P .• A. and CPI and TSCS sec.res util,i,zed in this investigatioµ 
ar.e i-neluded as. A:ppendi:x E, These' acoties all<! information about: the 
control .. g+oup~ t.nelud.ed in 1;:his d:i,ssertaticm 'ltl$Y be used. as additional 
data. b~ .. anyone who desires to ;lnvestigate further t:he phenomena 
discussed in thi's dissertation 1 
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APPENDIX A 
ENROLLMENT AND GRADU,t\.l':tON RECORPS AND PROJECTIONSl 
" Year F:Lrst Time Pegree.- Number of Degpees Pe:)'.,'centage of First 
Credit Enrollment Granted Four Years Time Enrqllment 
Later Receiving Degrees 2 
1959 821,520 443,502 53.9% 
1960 923,069 494,174 53.5% 
1961 1,018,361 s;30,054 52,0% 
1962 1,030,554 551,040 53.4% 
1963 1,046,417 5!!10,548 56,4% 
:),964 
i 
1,224,840 666,710 54.4% 
1965 1,441,,822 764,185 53.0% 
P~o,j eete<i 
1Q66 1,378,000 784,0QO 56.8% 
1967 1,439,000 8],6,000 56.7% 
I 
1968 1,629,751 844,000 51. 7% 
Projected 
1969 1,699,000 881,0QO 51.8% 
1970 1,798,000 917,000 51,0% 
1971 1,894,000 959,000 50.6% 
1972 1,982,000 998,000 50.3% 
1973 2,064,000· 1,038,000 50.2% 
1974 2,147,000 1,074,000 50.0% 
1975 2,223,000 1~112,000 50.0% 
1976 2,282,000 1,133,000 49.6% 
lThis Tablei.4r~ ... a synthesis P:t.~'J::&b:l.1;1S'!:L4.c•~~S ?~k~;1.If <>.?,;J.,, and ~2 of 
Projeoticm8."of Eduoation1:([, Stat1J.iitf1:6$ to Z9?9r80,, . .... ~;>< • pa~~m~.~~f;;,.cJ.~~,,.,z, 
Health, Edq,ca,.tion, an.d: Welfare. lZennthe A, Simon, ··ch;Uat''7Jf ·Referencf?~ 
Estimates and Prdj@:!d~':l.Q11t~:~i,.ch, Publication EHE33, ''.1?966~ 1970 . 
..... ~·~·'l~"l.':.""~-"' .... ~\!'-';,!>ul1 ,.,; ... _.-... _,--.. ,:i ,·;:_ .:~. ;~ ·'"' "( .. ,· ~ ;·. -· .. ' .' --~-~._ .. , 
2The per<;:,entages were coinputed, from numbe:rs obtained from the 2 ta,bles, 
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APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SCALES OF THE CALIFORNIA PSYCHOLOGICAL INVENTORY 
High Scores 
Tend to be Seen: 
Scale and Purpose Low Scores 
Tend to be Seen: 
Class I. Measures of Poise, Ascendancy, Self-Assurance and Interpersonal .Adequacy 
Agressive, confident, persistant, 
and planful; as being persuasive 
and verbally fluent; as 
self-reliant and independent; and 
as having leadership potential 
ana initi.ative. 
:Ambitious, active, forceful, 
insightful, resourceful, and 
versatile; as being ascendant 
and self-Eeeking; effective in 
-communication; and as having 
personal scope and breadth of 
interests. 
Outgoing, enterprising, and 
1. Do {~£) to assess 
factors of lceadersb.ip abi1.ity, 
dominance, persistence, and 
social initiative. 
2. Cs fonpaeity for status} To 
serve as an index of an 
individual's capacity i:or status 
(not his actual or achieved 
status). The scale attempts to 
measure the personal qualities 
and attri.butes which underlie 
and lead to status. 
3. Sy (sociability) To identify 
Retiring, inhibited, 'lo..cqlllQlonJ?lace, 
-\, ~ .... . . 
ind if£ erent, silent and 0 uiiassuming; 
as being slow in thought and 
action; as avoiding o-f situations 
of tension and ~ecis1.on; and as 
lacking in self-confidence. 
Apathetic, shy, conventional_, dull, 
mild, simple, and slow; as -being 
stereotyped in thinking; restricted 
in outlook and interests_; and as 
being uneasy and awkward in new or 
unfamiliar social situations. 
Awkward, conventional, quiet, 
ingenious; as being comneti t:ive 
and forward; and as original and 
fluent in thought. 
Clever, enthusiastic, 
imaginative, quick, informal, 
spontaneous, and talkative~ as 
being active and vigorous; and 
as having an expressive, 
ebullient nature. 
Intelligent, outspoken, 
sharp-witted, demanding, 
aggressive, and self-centered; 
as being persuasive and verbally 
fluent; and as possessing 
self-confidence and 
self- assurance. 
APPENDIX B (Continued) 
persons of out-going, sociable, 
participative temperament. 
4. Sp (social presence) To assess 
factors such as poise, 
spontaneity, and self-confidence 
in personal and social 
interaction. 
5. Sa {self-acceptance) To assess 
factors such as sense of personal 
worth, self-acceptance, and 
capacity for independent thinking 
and action. 
submissive, and unassuming; as 
being detached and passive in 
attitude; and as being suggestible 
and .overly influenced by others' 
reactions and opinions. 
Deliberate, moderate, patient, 
self-restrained, and simple; as 
vacillating and uncertain in 
deccision; and as being literal and 
unoriginal in thinking and 
judging. 
Methodical, conservative, 
dependable, conventional, 
easygoing, and quiet; as 
self-abasing and given to feelings 
of guilt and self-blame; and as 
being passive in action and narrow 
in interests. 
.I-' 
...... 
°' 
Energetic, enterprising, alert 
ambitious, and versatile; as 
being productive and active; and 
as valuing work and effort for 
its own sake. 
APPENDIX B (Conti.nued) 
6. Wb (sEnse of well-being) LO 
identify persons who minimize 
their worries and complaints, and 
who are relatively free from 
self-doubt and disillusionment. 
Unambitious, leisurely, awkward, 
cautious, apathetic, and 
conventional; as being 
self-defensive and apologetic; and 
as constricted 1n thought and 
action. 
Class II. Measures of Socialization, Maturity, Responsibility~ and Intrapersonal Structuring of Values 
Planful, responsible, thorough, 
progressive, capable, dignified, 
and independent; as being 
conscientious and dependable; 
resourceful and efficient; and 
as being alert to ethical and 
moral issues. 
Serious, honest, industrious, 
modest, obliging, sincere, and 
steady; as being conscientious 
and responsible; and as being 
self-denying and conforming. 
7. Re (responsibility) To Immature, moody, lazy, awkward, 
identify persons of conscientious, changeable, and disbelieving; as 
responsible, and dependable being influenced by pers'Onal bias, 
disposition and temperament. spite, and dogmatism; and as 
under-controlled and impulsive in 
behavior. 
8. Bo (socialization) To 
indicate the -degree of social 
maturity, integrity, and 
rectitude which the individual 
has attained. 
Defensive, demanding, opinionated, 
resentful, stubborn, headstrong, 
rebellious, and undependable; as 
being guileful and deceitful in 
dealing with others; and as given 
I-' 
I-' 
-..J 
Calm~ patient, practical, slow, 
self -d.enying, inhibited, 
thoughtful, and deliberate; as 
being strict and thorough in. 
their own work and in ,their 
expectations for others; and as 
being honest and conscientious. 
Enterprising., informal., quick, 
tolerant, clearthinking, and 
resourceful; as being 
intellectually abl-e and verbally 
fluent; and as having broad .and 
varied interests. 
Co-operative, enterprising, 
outgoing, sociable, warm, and 
helpful; as be~ng concerned with 
APPENDIX B (Gontin,ued) 
9. Sc tself-.eont.zo.oZJ -'Io assess 
the degree and adequacy of 
self-regu1ation and ,self-control 
and freced."m from im.pu1.sivity and 
self-eenteredness. 
10. To (tolePance) To identify 
persons with permissive, 
accepting, and non-judgmen~al 
social beliefs and attitudes. 
ll. Gi (good imf?ression) To 
· identify persons capable of 
creating a favorable impression, 
to excess, . exhibition, and 
ostentation in thei:r behavior. 
Impulsive, shrewd, excitable, 
irritable, self-centered, and 
uninhibited; as being aggressive 
and assertive; and as over 
emphasizing personal p1easure and 
self-gain. 
Suspicious, narrow, aloof~ wary, 
and retiring; as .being passive aJ:Id 
overly judgmental in attitude; and 
as disbelieving and distrustf:ul in 
in personal and social outlo-ok. 
Inhibited, cautious, shrewd, wary, 
aloof, and res-entful; as being 
cool and distant in their I-' ....... 00 
making a good impression; ana as 
being diligent and persistent. 
Dependable, moderate, tactful, 
reliable, sincere, patient, 
steady, and realistic; as being 
honest and conscientious; and as 
having connnon sense and good 
judgment~ 
APPENDIX B (Continued) 
and who are concerned about how 
others react to them~ 
12. Cm (communality) To indicate 
the degree to which an 
individual"s reactions and 
responses correspond to the 
modal {"common11 ) :pattern 
established for the inventory. 
relationships with others; and as 
being self-centered and too little 
concerned with the needs and wants 
of -others. 
!ttnpl'ftient, changeable, complicated, 
imaginative, disorderly, nervous, 
restless, and confused; as being 
guileful and deceitful; inattentive 
and forgetful; and as having 
internal conflicts and problems. 
Class III. Measures of Achievement Potential and Intellectual Efficiency 
Capable, co-operative, 
efficient, organized, 
responsibl~ stable, and 
sincere; as being persistent and 
industrious; and as valuing 
intellectual activity and 
intellectual achievement. 
13. Ac (achievement via 
conformance) To idenfify those 
factors of interest and 
motivation which facilitate 
achievement in any setting where 
conformance is a positive 
behavior. 
Coarse, stubborn, aloof, awkward, 
insecure, and opinionated; as 
easily disorganized under stress or 
pressures t-0 conform; and as 
pessimistic about their 
occupational futures. 
I-' 
I-' 
\0 
Mature, forceful, strong, 
dominant, den.anding, and 
foresighted; as being 
independent and self-reliant; and 
as having superior intellectual 
ability and judgment. 
Efficient, clear-thinking, 
capable, intelligent, 
progressive, planful, thorough, 
and resourceful; as being alert 
and well-informed; and as 
placing a high value on co.gnitive 
and intellectual matters. 
A~PENDIX ·~ {Continued) 
14. Ai (achievement via 
independence) To identify those 
factors of in~erest and 
motivation which facilitate 
achievement in any setting wh€re 
autonomy and independence are 
positive behaviors. 
15. Ie (intellectual efficiency) 
To indicate the degree of 
personal and intellectual 
efficiency which the individual 
has attai-ned. 
Inhibited, anxious, cautious, 
dissatisfied, dull, and wary; as 
being submissive and compliant 
before authority; and as lacking in 
self-insight and 
self-understanding. 
Cautious, confused. easygoing" 
defensive, shallow, and 
unambitious; as being conventional 
and stereotyped in thinking; and as 
lacking in self-direction and in 
self-tliscipline. 
Class IV. Measures of Intellectual and Interest Modes 
Observant, spontaneous, quick, 
perceptive, talkative, 
resourceful, and changeable; 
as being verbally fluent and 
16. Py (psychological-mindedness) 
To measure the degree to which 
the individual is interested in, 
and responsive to, the inner 
Apathetic., peaceable, serious, 
cautious, and unassuming; as being 
slow and deliberate in tempo; and 
as being overly conforming and 
I-' 
N 
0 
socially ascendant; and as being 
rebellious toward rules, 
restrictions, and constraints~ 
Tnsightfu1, informal, 
adventurous, confident, humorous, 
rebellious, idealistic, 
assertive, and egoistic; as being 
sarcastic and cynical; and as 
highly concerned with personal 
pleasure and diversion. 
Appreciative, patient, helpful, 
gentle, moderate, persevering, 
and sincere; as being respectful 
and accepting of others.; and as 
behaving in a conscientious and 
sympathetic way. 
APPENDIX B (Continued) 
needs, motives, and experiences 
of others. 
17. Fx (flexibility) To indicate 
the degree of flexibility and 
adaptability of a person's 
thinking and social behavior. 
18. Fe (femininity) To assess 
the masculinity or femininity of 
interests. (High scores indicate 
more feminine interests. low 
scores more masculine.) 
conventional. 
Deliberate, cautious, worrying, 
industrious, guarded, mannerly, 
methodical, and rigid; as being 
formal and pedantic in thought; 
and as being overly deferential 
to authority, custom and J:radition. 
Outgoing, hard-headed, ambitious, 
masculine, active, robust, and 
restless; as being manipulative 
and opportunistic in deal1ng with 
others; blunt and direct in 
thinking and action; and impatient 
with delay, indecision, and 
reflection. 
I-' 
N 
I-' 
• 
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APPENDIX C 
DESCR!PTlONS OF THE SC4LES OF THE 
TENNESSEE SELF CONCEPT S9A4E 
A, The pelf Criti~ism Scq'),'."e (§£) This scale is composed of 10 items. 
These are all mildly deragatory sta~~m~nts that mos~ people admit 
as being true for them, Individuals who d~ny m~st of these 
statements most often ~re bei~g defensive an~ making a deliberate 
effort to presen~ a favora~le pi~ture of thems~lv~s~ High scores 
generally indicate a n<:>mnal, healthy openess cf!nd i;apacity for 
self~crit.icism. Extr~mely high score~ (above the 99th per~entile) 
indicate that the individ~~l may be la~king in defenses and may in 
fact be pat;hol,ogically µ,n.defended. ~ow scares indicate 
defensiveness, and suggest t~at the Positive Scores are probably 
artificially elevated by tijis defensiveness. 
B. The Positive Scores (P) Th,ese scores derive dire<:;t,ly f-rom the 
phenome~ological classification scheme already mentioned. In the 
original analysis of the item pool the statements seemed to be 
conveying three primary messages: This is what I am, (2) This 
-:-~
is how I feel about: myself, and tn Tb,is is what I do, On the 
basis of these th?:'ee types Of statements the three hor:lzontal 
categor~e~ were formed. They appear on the Score Sheet a~ Row i, 
Row 2, and Row 3, and are ~ereafter -referred to by those labels. 
, ') 'J 
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The Row Scoreia th~s compr:f.se three sub-scores which, when added, 
constitute the Tot~l Positive or Total P Score. Tnese ~c~res 
represent an internal frame of reference within which the 
individual is de.scribing himself. 
Further study of the original items indicated that they also 
varied considerably in terms of a more external frame of reference, 
Even within the same row category the statements might vary widely 
in contei;lt. For exa111ple, with Row 1 (the What I am category} the 
~--
statements refer to what I am physically, morally, s~cially, etc. 
Therefore, the pool of items was so~ted again accqrding to these 
new vertical categori~s, which are the five Column Scores of the 
Score Sheet. 'rhua the whole set qf items is d;i.;v;t,ded two ways, 
vertically into ~olumns (e~ternal frame of reference) and 
horizontally into rows (internal frame of reference) with each item 
and each cell contributing to two different scores, 
1. Total .E_, Score. This is the most important single score 
on the Counseling Form, It reflects the overall level of 
self esteem. Persons with high scores tend to like 
themselves, feel that they are persons of value and worth, 
have confidenc~ in th~mselves, and act accordingly, 
People with low scores are d9ubtful about their own worth; 
see themselves as undesirable; often feel ~nxious, 
depressed, and unhappy; and have little faith or 
confidenq.e in-themselves. 
if the Self Criticism (SC) Score is Low, high P 
S~ores become s~spect and are probably the result of 
de;f ensive distortiop, Extremely high scores (generally 
abov~ the 99th pe~ce~tile) are deviant and are usua1ly 
found pnly in such 4ist~rbed pe~ple ~s pa~anoid 
schizophrenics who as a gro~p show many e~trem.e scores, 
both high and low. 
On the Counseling Form the Positive Scores are simply 
dedgnated as l' Scoref:l, while on the Score Sheet of t:he C 
and R FQ-,:1Il tb.ey are '.1,:'ef erred· to f!S P + N Scores in order 
to clarify t~e computa;ion involved. 
Thee~ are the "what I am" 
' . __,.. 
id~nt;ty - what he is as he sees himself~ 
~. Row 2 P Score ~ Self Satisfaction, 
~ ...... -- ~
~his sco~e comes from 
An individual ma;y ha.ve very high s~or~si on Row l and R.ow 3 
yet-still sco~e low Pn Row 2 because of very high standards 
and exp~ctations fo~ hi~self, Or vice versa, he may have 
a low opinion of himself as indicat;ed by the Row l and Row 
3 Scores yet still have a bigh Self Satisfaction Scor~ on 
Row 2. The su~-sco~es are therefore best interpreted in 
compa;:r;:l.son with each mtheli and witp the Tota.1 P Score. 
4. Row 3 r Seore ~ Behavior. This score comes from t;hose 
~--
items thfit i:;ay "this is what;. t do, or this ili!l t;he way I 
~ 
act." Th1,1s thil!i score mea~urtas the individual's 
~ 
per~~ptipn of his own behavior or the way he functions, 
5. Cpluwn f:_ ~ ~hXsic~i, Sel~. aere the individual is 
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presenting his vi~w of his body, his state of health, his 
p, Column B.,. :Moral ... :i£thical Self. This score describes the 
,,... -
self from a moral-ethical frame of reference, i.e., moral 
worth, relationship to God, feelings of being a "good" or 
"bad" person, and satisfaction w:Lt:h one's religion or lack 
of it;. 
7, Column c - Personai Self. ~his score reflects the 
- ~
individual's sense of persqnal worth, his feeling of 
adequacy as a persQn and his eval~ation of his personality 
apart from his body o+ h~s relationship to others. 
8, Column D - ~amily Self. This score reflects one's 
- <4~. ~
feelings of adequacy, worth, and value as a family member. 
It refers to the individual's perception of self in 
reference to his closest and most immediat~ circle of 
as~wciates. 
9. Column ! ,... Socia;J, Sel,.f ~ This is another "self as 
perceived in ')::'elation to others" category but pertains to 
"others" in a mot"e general way. It reflec:;ts the persqn's 
sense of adequacy and worth in his social interaction with 
other people in general. 
C. ~ Variability Scores ~· The V score13 provide a simple measure of 
the amount of variabil~ty, or inconsistency, from one area of self 
perception to another. High scores mean that the subject is quite 
variable in this respect while low scores indicate low variability 
which may even a,pproach rigidity if eJi;tremely low (below the first 
percentile). 
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1. Tot;al y, 'rh:Ls reprei;;ents '!;he. total a,m,pµnt of variability 
tor the entire record, lligh scores mean t;hat the 
person's s~lf con;ept is so variable f~om one area to 
another as to reflect little unity or integration. High 
scoring persons tend to compartmemta;Lize certain areas of 
self and view these areas quite apart fro:m the remainder 
of self. Well integrated people generally score below the 
mean on these score~ but above the first percentile. 
2. Column Total V, ~his score measures and summarizes the 
variations within the cc;ilumns. 
3. Row ~otal Y.· This score is the sum of the variations 
across the rows. 
D. The Distribution Score (n), This score is a su~ry sco:i:-e of the 
way one distribut~s his answers across the five available choices 
in responding to the items of the Scale· It is ~lso interpreted as 
a measure of still another aepec)l of self perception: ce?tainty 
about t;he way one sees himself, 11:1.gh scores indicate that the 
subject; is very definite and certain in what he says about himself 
while low scores mean just the opposite. Low scores are found also 
at times with people who are being defensive apd guarded. They 
hedge and avoid really commit;t:i,ng themselves l:>y emp],oying ''3" 
responses on the A~swer Sheet. 
Extreme scores on this variable are up.desirable in either 
direction an4 are most oft~n obtained from disturbed people. For 
ex;:imple, schizophrenic pa.tie:p.ts often use "5" and "l" answers 
a!most exclusively, thus creating very high D Scores. Other 
disturbed patients are extremely unc~rtain and noncommittai in 
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their i:i.elf deE!lcript:Lc:iiq.s with a pt'edomina.nce of "~'', "3", and "4'1 
E, The Time Scpre. Thi~ scor~ is simply a measure of the time, to the 
......,._. ....,,...,.,_,. . ' '. 
nearest minute, tha~ the subject requires to cpmplete the Scale. 
The author has pn;l.y ree~ntly made any study of this va~iable, and 
at; th;i.s poi.n,t little.if:! known as to its meaning or signif1-cance. 
It correlatias $ignifica1=1.tlywith only one.of the many other scores 
of the· sea~e' ·(Net' Con~lict· sul;>;..sc::pre' for Col.u.mn c where r = .)2, 
si~nif:t.Qant at the .05 level). Therefore, any yalid:i~y it may 
prQv~ te hav,.with other cnite~i~ $ho~ld add to the t;otai validity 
pf the.Scale~ 
Tlle data :l.:p.c;l:t.eate thAt, J>rQyid,7,d.1 the individ~a;t. ha1;1 sµfficient 
education, iptel,~i,sepc~, a\'l.d. 'te:frd~ll,S, ab~l,i~y S2, ha!;'ldle this task., 
the ma.jqrity of sub~~9ts compl~te the Sc~le in less than ~o minutes. 
•··· ... , ,• 
Tb,ese qualif.iaations a't'e quite importa'Q.t;; i~ they are nQt met, the 
Time Score obviousiy h~~ iittle.mea~i~g. it ~aa beeµ fQun~ that 
psy~htatric patients in genetal take longer.than nqn-patients. 
!his is patticularly true Qf th~s~ who are overly cqmpulsive, 
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Al'PENDIX D 
DE$CRI~~IONS OF ~~E SCA~ES OF +HE ~DWARPS 
PERSONAL PREFER$NCE 8C!lED7,JLE 
1. aah Ac!'hievement: '.I'o do one's best, to be suceessful, to 
accomplish task$ requiring skill and effo~t, to be a recognized 
autho:dty, to a,eeomplish somet'hi;ng of great! s:ign;L;Eican~e, to do a 
diffi~4lt job wel,1, to solve a~ffi~ult p~qb~ems and puzzles, to be able 
to do ~hings better thaµ others, to w.i;-ite a g~eat nov~l or play, 
2. def Def~~e~~~: ~o get suggestioµ~ from others, to find 04t 
what others thin~, to foiiow i~st~~ct~oil.s an4 do what ;ls expected, to 
praise others, to tell ~thers ~ha~ the~ have d~ne a good job, to accept 
the leadership of others, to read. about. St'e&i.t meil., tP con,fc;:r.fm to custom 
and avoid the uncorwent;lonal, tP let others make decisiqns. 
3. o~d Q~de~: To have wi;itten work neat and organized, to make 
plans before sta~ting on a diffi~u!t task~ to have tqings organized, to 
keep things neat and orderly, to ma.ke advance plan13 when taking a trip, 
to organize details of work, to nave meals o~ganized and a definite 
time for eating, to have things arranged so that they run smoothly 
without change. 
4. exh E;x;hibiUon: To say witty ari.d cleve!' th;i.ngs, to tell 
amusing jokes and st;ories, to talk about personal adventures and 
e:x:perie111.qes, ta have others notice anq comment; upon op.e's appearance, 
to say things j1,.1.st to see wl\a.t e:f'fect it will hp,ve on others, to talk 
about personal achievements, to be th~ cel'l,t,er of attep.t;i.qn, to use 
words that others do not know the meaning o{, to ask questions others 
cannot answer. 
5. aut ~utonomy: T~ be able to cqme and go as desired, t,o say 
what one thinks aboµt things, to be indepepdent of others in making 
decisions, to feel free to do what one wants, to do things that are 
unconventional, to avoid situations where one is expected to conform, 
to do things witho4t, regard to what Qthers may think, to criticize 
those in positions of authority, to avqid ~esponsibilities and 
obligations. 
6. aff Affiliation: To be loyal to friends, to participate in 
friendly groups, to dp things for friends, to forin n,ew friendships, to 
make as many frie~ds as pos$ible, to share things wtth friends, to do 
things with friends rathe~.thaP a1on~, to form strong attachments, to 
write 1etters to friends. 
7. int Intraa~pti~n: To an~lyze one's motives and feelings, to 
oQserve others, to understand how others feel about problems, to put 
one's self in another's place, to judge people by why they do things 
rather than by what they do, to analyze the behavior of others, to 
analyze the motives of others, to predict how pthers will act. 
8. sue Su~aoranae: To pave others provide help when in trouble, 
to seek encouragement from others, to have others be kindly, to have 
others be sympathetic and understanding about.personal problems, to 
receive a great deal of affection from others, to have others do 
favors cheerfully, to be helped by others when depressed, to have 
others feel sorry when one is sick, to have a fuss made over one when 
hurt. 
9, dom Dominan<Je: To argue for one's point of view, to be a 
leader in groups to which one belongs, to be regarded by others as a 
leader, to be ele.cted or appointed chairman of conunittees, to make 
group decisions, to settle arguments and disputes between others, to 
persuade and influence others to do what one wants, to supervise and 
direct the actions of others, to tell others how to do their jobs. 
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10, aha Abasement: To feel guilty when one does something wrong, 
to accept blame when things do not go right, to feel that personal pain 
and miE;ery suffered does more good than 1).arm, to feel the need for 
punishment for wrong doing, to feel better when giving in and avoiding 
a fight than when having one's owq way, to feel the need for confession 
of errors, to feel depressed by inability to handle situations, to 
feel timid in the presence of superiors, to feel inferior to others in 
most respects, 
11. nur Nurturanae: To help friends when they are in trouble, 
to asE;ist others less fortunate, to treat others with kindness and 
sympathy, to forgive others, to do small favors for others, to be 
generous with others, to sympathize with others who are hurt or sick, 
to show a great deal of affection toward others, to have others confide 
in one about personal problems. 
12. ahg Change: To do new and different things, to travel, to 
meet new people, to experience novelity and change in daily routine, to 
experiment and try new things, to eat in new and different places, to 
try new and different jobs, to move about the country and live in 
different places, to participate in new fads and fashions. 
13. end Enduranae: To keep at a job until it is finished, to 
complete any job undertaken, to work hard at a task, to keep at a 
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puzzle or problem until it is solved, to work at a single job before 
taking on others, to stay up late working in order to get a job done, 
to put in long hours of work without distraction, to stick at a 
prob!em even though it may seem as if no progress is being made, to 
avoid being interrupted while at work. 
14. het HeterosexuaZity; To go out with members of the opposite 
sex, to engage in social activities with the opposite sex, to be in 
love with someone of the opposite sex, to kiss those of the opposite 
sex, to be regarded as physically attractive by those of the opposite 
sex, to participate in discussions about sex, to read books and plays 
involving sex, to listen to or to tell jokes involving sex, to become 
sexually excited. 
15. agg Aggression: To attack contrary points of view, to tell 
others what one thinks about them, to criticize others publicly, to 
make fun of others, to tell others off when disagreeing with them, to 
get revenge for insults, to become angry, to blame others when things 
go wrong, to read newspaper accounts of violence. 
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APPENDIX E 
GRADE POINT AVERAGES AND CALIFORNIA PSYCHOLOGICAL INVENTORY SCORES 
No. GPA Do Cs 
1 3.75 30 20 
2 3.21 31 20 
3* 3.15 27 18 
4 J.00 26 21 
5 3.00 34 20 
6* 2.92 32 21 
7 2.86 20 17 
8* 2.84 31 22 
9* 2.83 30 21 
10 2.80 18 13 
11 2.73 30 21 
12 2.69 35 19 
13 2. 53 .3 6 24 
14 2~42 28 21 
15 2.42 24 17 
16 2.37 31 24 
17 2.31 26 10 
18 2.30 28 21 
19 2425 26 21 
Sy 
31 
29 
23 
28 
30 
22 
20 
23 
24 
20 
26 
30 
25 
29 
22 
27 
16 
31 
29 
Sp · Sa Wb 
32 23 31 
40 23 38 
34 24 24 
37 28 38 
40 26 37 
37 26 26 
34 18 ·43 
Re So 
24 34 
30 34 
27 23 
37 39 
26 33 
29 32 
33 . 40 
37 21 40 . 34 39 
39 25 36 29 34 
34 14 30 20 31 
39 25 38 27 35 
38 26 35 26 31 
39 21 34 33 40 
43 22 37 27 31 
38 25 36 24 29 
42 20 41 34 33 
24 17 37 29 36 
39 23 35 22 37 
38 24 36 24 35 
Sc To 
20 15 
32 24 
17 12 
35 23 
24 25 
26 23 
35 21 
31 28 
32 26 
25 18 
23 17 
20 23 
18 17 
20 25 
25 20 
37 25 
34 14 
24 19 
30 24 
Gi Cm 
20 27 
20 26 
11 26 
22 27 
12 27 
12 24 
19 26 
14 24 
22 24 
12 27 
11 26 
14 26 
15 27 
9 25 
12 27 
23 23 
23 26 
17 26 
19 28 
Ac Ai 
28 10 
31 23 
17 15 
29 20 
29 19 
24 19 
28 20 
25 23 
27 22 
22 15 
30 15 
21 18 
26 20 
22 22 
25 23 
31 20 
27 14 
26 18 
31 21 
le 
29 
44 
33 
41 
43 
34 
34 
45 
38 
34 
32 
35 
44 
40 
40 
43 
37 
40 
40 
Py 
7 
16 
9 
12 
8 
10 
10 
8 
13 
12 
9 
5 
12 
11 
9 
12 
8 
12 
10 
Fx 
4 
13 
13 
9 
15 
11 
11 
14 
13 
8 
4 
8 
14 
10 
10 
10 
3 
9 
6 
Fe 
14 
20 
26 
25 
15 
23 
15 
20 
18 
21 
18 
16 
11 
16 
12 
15 
15 
11 
12 
No. 
20 
21 
22 
23* 
24 
25 
26 
27* 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35* 
36* 
37 
38 
39 
40 
GPA Do 
2.21 22 
2.17 30 
2.15 30 
2.14 19 
2.07 30 
2.06 34 
2.00 27 
2.00 29 
2.00 31 
L91 34 
1.77 31 
1.76 33 
1. 70 17 
1.68 24 
1.66 31 
1.61 28 
1.50 37 
1.47 17 
1. 21 26 
1.00 23 
0.86 38 
Cs Sy 
18 24 
18 26 
20 31 
17 23 
12 21 
18 30 
16 26 
21 30 
20 25 
23 29 
20 33 
17 29 
17 20 
16 17 
18 26 
24 24 
23 31 
20 21 
15 26 
22 28 
24 28 
Sp Sa .Wb 
26 14 40 
48 24 37 
39 27 36 
39 22 30 
28 25 31 
43 . 20 40 
41 27 41 
42 30 35 
38 18 . 34 
48 26 41 
47 28 36 
41 20 36 
31 19 39 
25 15 37 
37 23 28 
42 22 29 
50 25 39 
25 15 27 
39 23 36 
43 26 42 
37 22 37 
APPENDIX K (Continued) 
Re So 
32 40 
23 29 
24 28 
26 :n 
25 41 
30 32 
27 36 
28 31 
26 33 
29 34 
20 31 
30 44 
26 27 
32 39 
32 30 
24 30 
26 22 
31 33 
18 32 
27 35 
32 34 
Sc To Gi 
30 26 21 
14 25 13 
20 27 7 
24 22 10 
18 15 18 
28 25 18 
23 22 19 
20 22 8 
31 21 21 
25 27 22 
18 15 13 
26 22 12 
25 17 13 
37 24 25 
20 12 17 
18 19 12 
16 24 17 
31 14 18 
17 18 9 
28 22 24 
37 31 26 
Cm Ac Ai 
25 26 20 
24 20 19 
27 25 19 
28 21 22 
26 23 16 
28 27 22 
27 22 18 
27 24 20 
23 26 26 
24 32 26 
25 20 19 
28 28 13 
25 20 15 
27 29 22 
28 18 12 
21 20 20 
25 26 17 
26 23 13 
22 16 14 
27 26 21 
25 32 28 
le Py Fx Fe 
41 11 8 20 
37 5 17 14 
39 9 10 15 
36 9 14 22 
30 7 6 20 
37 10 10 17 
43 15 6 14 
41 9 9 26 
39 10 14 16 
41 13 10 19 
34 14 14 7 
29 11 4 18 
37 7 10 17 
41 10 7 19 
32 8 8 11 
34 10 15 20 
43 12 11 15 
30 8 6 20 
37 7 15 14 
43 11 15 19 
46 12 13 16 
f-' 
VJ 
0\ 
No. 
41 
42 
43 
44* 
45 
46 
GPA 
0.78 
0.50 
0.41 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
Do Cs Sy 
32 24 32 
24 22 23 
30 15 25 
22 20 28 
37 24 23 
18 17 12 
Sp 
49 
37 
40 
37 
44 
34 
Sa 
23 
17 
28 
13 
28 
14 
WO 
43 
33 
34 
39 
36 
40 
APPENDIX E (Continued) 
Re 
28 
31 
20 
24 
30 
26 
So 
36 
31 
32 
38 
31 
39 
Sc 
25 
19 
15 
23 
17 
35 
To 
26 
19 
13 
23 
21 
23 
Gi 
24 
15 
8 
12 
14 
16 
Cm Ac 
23 29 
22 20 
24 18 
26 22 
28 26 
21 27 
Ai 
21 
23 
16 
22 
21 
22 
GRADE POINT AVERAGES AND TENNESSEE SELF CONCEPT SCALE SCORES 
No. 
1 
2 
3* 
4 
5 
GPA 
3.75 
3.21 
3.15 
3.00 
3.00 
SC 
28 
35 
38 
33 
30 
6* 2.92 36 
7 2.86 30 
8* 2.84 41 
9* 2.83 33 
10 2.80 38 
TP 
342 
393 
304 
373 
383 
347 
347 
371 
348 
320 
R-1 R-2 R-3 CA CB CC CD CE VT 
131 104 107 69 68 63 75 67 44 
140 
119 
135 
144 
129 
128 
135 
131 
118 
123 
90 
111 
114 
104 
108 
115 
97 
94 
130 
95 
127 
125 
114 
111 
121 
120 
108 
80 
67 
73 
79 
66 
67 
75 
73 
65 
77 
62 
82 
74 
71 
79 
75 
71 
59 
80 
57 
61 
74 
66 
67 
62 
63 
65 
78 
52 
76 
76 
73 
75 
86 
65 
70 
78 
66 
81 
80 
71 
59 
73 
76 
61 
47 
48 
55 
41 
38 
47 
59 
53 
35 
le 
42 
36 
32 
41 
42 
27 
VCT 
30 
28 
30 
29 
31 
26 
25 
34 
36 
24 
Py 
9 
13 
8 
12 
8 
13 
Fx 
16 
19 
12 
18 
15 
20 
VRT 
14 
19 
18 
26 
10 
12 
22 
25 
17 
11 
Fe 
9 
18 
18 
20 
19 
14 
D 
91 
149 
78 
140 
137 
103 
105 
160 
131 
80 
I-' 
w 
-...J 
No. GPA SC 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2.73 - 33 
- 2. 69 - - 28 
2.53 35 
2.42 - - 37 
- 2.42- - - 40 
.2.37 __ 30 
2.31 - 30 
2,30 35 
2.25 41 
2,21 25 
2.17 - 36 
2.15 35 
23* 2.14 39 
24 2.07 30 
25 2.06 33 
26 2.00 - 30 
27* 2.00 39 
28 2.00 30 
29 1. 91 33 
30 1. 77 42 
TP 
- 372 
- 368 
350 
- 319 
- 372 
408 
301 
396 
342 
359 
380 
308 
317 
351 
352 
357 
351 
308 
380 
365 
R-1 
76 
131 
127 
122 
123 
140 
103 
146 
129 
140 
138 
121 
R-2 
119 
119 
110 
89 
123 
127 
94 
126 
99 
98 
118 
87 
121 ·100 
137 99 
133 108 
124 113 
138 101 
121 93 
137 120 
121 125 
APPENDIX E (Continued) 
R-3 
120 
118 
113 
108 
126 
141 
104 
124 
114 
121 
124 
100 
96 
115 
111 
120 
112 
94 
123 
119 
CA 
76 
79 
70 
70 
71 
79 
58 
79 
68 
70 
'83 
68 
59 
74 
70 
80 
71 
69 
79 
72 
CB 
69 
65 
63 
57 
77 
83 
67 
75 
64 
74 
70 
56 
62 
67 
66 
65 
64 
60 
72 
74 
cc 
73 
71 
69 
67 
69 
74 
62 
76 
63 
75 
70 
66 
57 
66 
71 
67 
71 
51 
71 
66 
CD 
82 
73 
76 
67 
81 
89 
59 
83 
79 
69 
79 
58 
70 
73 
73 
72 
60 
65 
81 
76 
CE 
72 
80 
72 
58 
74 
83 
55 
83 
68 
71 
78 
60 
69 
71 
72 
73 
85 
63 
77 
77 
VT 
45 
32 
37 
51 
59 
32 
43 
43 
52 
56 
45 
54 
45 
53 
34 
34 
68 
62 
31 
49 
VCT 
26 
15 
23 
34 
34 
17 
23 
29 
31 
42 
25 
35 
27 
38 
26 
17 
39 
37 
19 
26 
VRT 
19 
16 
14 
17 
25 
15 
20 
14 
21 
12 
20 
19 
18 
15 
8 
17 
29 
25 
12 
23 
D 
117 
108 
101 
9.?-· -
136 
164 
79 
153 
111 
116 
140 
68 
102 
101 
97 
113 
134 
97 
145 
159 I-' w 
<X> 
APPENDIX E (Continued) 
No. GPA. SC TP R-1 R.:..2 R.:..:3 CA CB cc 
31 1.76 38 359 134 114 111 72 69 66 
32 L70 41 331 127 94 110 72 66 51 
33 1.68 25 335 117 114 104 70 72 66 
34 L66 41 - 337 127 98 112 68 71 64 
35* 1.61 38 - - 336 121 118 97 65 62 58 
36* L50 38 - 326 120 105 101 59 55 68 
37 L47 35 310 120 93 - 97 50 75 65 
38 L21 34 305 110 97 98 60 60 56 
39 LOO 32 335 132 98 105 71 65 67 
40 0.86 30 351 121 118 112 64 67 70 
41 0.78 26 323 118 98 107 67 66 63 
42 0.50 34 338 120 110 108 51 80 76 
43 0.41 45 315 126 90 99 64 49 65 
44* o.oo 41 350 131 107 112 72 71 65 
45 0.00 40 326 122 90 114 64 59 61 
46 OoOO 27 318 117 101 100 65 69 60 
*Indicates female student. 
CD CE VT VCT 
80 72 45 27 
71 71 58 34 
60 67 37 20 
61 73 54 36 
80 71 53 28 
72 72 52 30 
61 59 57 31 
71 58 30 13 
63 69 53 38 
72 78 42 20 
66 61 30 20 
58 73 61 29 
61 76 64 36 
73 69 38 26 
74 68 56 37 
62 62 45 26 
VRT 
18 
24 
17 
18 
25 
22 
25 
17 
15 
22 
10 
32 
28 
12 
21 
19 
D 
95 
110 
76 
96 
124 
89 
85 
59 
113 
109 
67 -
150 
138 
107 
94 
89 
...... 
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